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King discussion

covers racism,
eschews verdict
BY DINA MEDINA

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Using the verdict oi the first Rodney King trial as a springboard for
discussion, an interracial forum
Tuesday examined various causes of
racial tension while avoiding the
recent verdict.
The two-hour panel discussion
entitled, "The Rodney King Beating
Verdict: One Year Later," touched on
issues such as the inequality between
African-American and white people,
the influence of the media, and the
degeneration of the American family.
Cobie Harris, SJSU political science professor and a member of the
panel, said the problems of race relations will never improve until
African-Americans are treated
equally at all levels.
Harris gave a long list of disproportionate statistics for infant mortality, drug use, AIDS, education,
economics and crime to show the
inequality that exists between
African-Americans and whites.
"There can’t be peace without justhere can’t be justice without
tice
equality," he said. "For the AfricanAmerican community to suffer without bitterness is an illusion."
Dwayne Hearn, a communications graduate student, agreed that
there exists a "ridiculous fundamental disregard" for his race. As an
example he noted -the marginalization of the Afro-American studies
department, which the administration has considered combining with
other ethnic study departments.
"Until we cure our sick racist society we will never get along," he said.
Another factor that inhibits the

’There cannot be peace
withoutjustice, and
there cannot bejustice
without equak.’
Coble Harris
sciontreprofe,

r

nation’s ability to get along is the
treatment of minorities by the
media, according to Armando
Valdez, an independent media consultant who has been studying issues
concerning the media for 18 years.
He said there are two types of portrayals of minorities in the media
they are shown either in a stereotypical way or not shown at all.
"Media is not in the business of
social work and philanthropy
they are in the business of making
money," he said. "Don’t expect any
big differences in the portrayals of
minorities. It’s driven by money."
Valdez believes that one solution
would be to have more public control
of the media and regulation of the
images being produced.
According to Kichung Kim, society’s problems start at home. "As the
American family crumbles so does
the American civilization," he said.
Kim, one of the organizers of the
event, said that although the panelists didn’t speak specifically on the
first or se, and King verdict, a wide
range of opinions were covered.
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Lending a healing hand
TOP: Sam Hawkes, left, an accounting junior, gets a free
five-minute back and hand massage outside the Student Union on Wednesday. Hawkes said he was totally
relaxed afterward and that he was going to "go fall
asleep in class." Hawkes and many other SJSU students
were attending the Health and Fitness Fair, which was
held between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. Wednesday in the Art
Quad.
RIGHT: Manny Alferez, front, gets his electromagnetic
field re-adjusted by Shirley Catanaro, co-founder of the
Delphian Institute. Cellular electromagnetic field technique is a hands-on method of aligning the areas of the
body. It is supposed to improve mental abilities, releases
past traumas, and give people the capacity to produce
more positive results.

Wanted: Jobs for SISU graduates
BY ATOOSA SAVARNEJAD
Spew’ to the Spartan Daily

SJSU student Becky Hernandez is
looking for a job. Not just any job. As
a graduating senior majoring in psychology, Hernandez is looking for a
job in the social sciences.
Hernandez is one of thousands of
students graduating this semester who
hope for jobs in their fields.
Hernandez probably has a 50-percent chance of getting a job.
Only one out of every two students
will get a job in their chosen field, said

Career Counselor Tim Hobbes in the
SJSU Career Planning and Placement
Center.
Statewide, the unemployment rate
has been rising. In Santa Clara County, unemployment rates were up from
6.9 percent in January to 7.2 percent
in February, according to the Employment Development Department.
The figures don’t signify a trend
because February is generally a slow
month anyway, said Doug Perron, a
labor market analyst. New jobs are not
generally available in the agriculture

and construction industries during
the month because of the rainy season
and most retail companies are laying
off temporary holiday employees.
County figures were not yet available for March, but Koller speculated
that the unemployment rate might go
down a little for Santa Clara County.
health-related
Technical
and
majors usually fare better, Hobbes
said.
Currently, a majority of the companies who are hiring are technical oriSee JOBS, Page 3

Man of many tasks

among the unsung
BY MINERVA PAN1.11.10
Spartan Daily Stall Winer
DAVID NI MARSFIAI
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Charlene Archibeque, director of choir activities, leads the SJSU Choraliers in
practice Wednesday. The choir will perform Tuesday at the awards ceremony.

Choir leader is the 1993 President’s Scholar
BY KEVIN TURNER

Spartan Daily Stan Writer

The world-renowned SJ SU Choraliers
and Concert Choir are about to get
another feather for their hat.
On April 27, Professor Charlene
Archibeque, director of choral activities
at SJSU, will he honored as the 1993 President’s Scholar in the Loma Prieta Room
at the Student Union from 4 to 6 p.m.
The president’s scholar award is based
on scholarship, performance and creative
pursuits, said SJSU President J. Handel
Evans.
Arch ibeque has toured nationally and
internationally with the SJSU Concert
Choir and Choraliers. In 1986,
Archibeque formed the SJSU Alumni
Chorale, who has performed in the Bay
Area and with the San Jose Symphony.

"(
(l rut. II, icra w.t% a vcry difficult decis ton to n take is there were
many qualified applkant s:’ Evans said.
Archibeque has been teaching at SJSU
since 1970, after receiving a doctorate of
musical arts and choral literature and
performance from the University of Colorado.
"Dr. Archibeque exemplifies the
importance to the university as a faculty
member;’ Evans said. "She has a long his
.
tory of good teaching at SISU.
even named the Outstanding Pi 01, s,
of 1984-85.
"Archibeque is one of the most ...
conspicuous teachers in the community.
She is used to giving concerts with the
San Jose Symphony. She is also known
internationally as well. She brings the
See SCHOLAR, Page 6

Matthew Weinberg has an addiction that can’t be
cured. le enjoys working with people and doesn’t
know when to stop.
Weinberg and his addiction will be rewarded during
the Associated Students third annual 55 Club Ceremony at 6:30 tonight in the Student Union Ballroom.
This SJSU geography/environmental studies major
is the co -director of the Environmental Resource Center, public relations representative for Gamma Theta
Upsilon (geography fraternity), a member of the Jewish
Student Union and the leader for children’s outdoor
trips for the San Jose-based Inner City Outings.
According to Diane Avelar, A.S. vice president and
co-coordinator of the ceremony, the purpose of the
awards is to give A.S. a chance to recognize "unsung
heroes."
The A.S. 55 Club committee, which is made up of
three students and three faculty members, defines an
"unsung hero" as a currently enrolled SISU student
who has gone above and beyond the call of duty as a
student, a member of a club or organization, or as a
participating member of an academic department or
athletic team, excelling in the areas of contribution and
service.
In a memo sent out earlier this year, the committee
asked students, faculty, staff, alumni, clubs and organizations to nominate students they feel should be recogSee 55 CLUB, Page 3
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Among his activities, Matthew Weinberg is co-director of
the ERC and a member of the Jewish Student Union.
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EDITORIAL

Profit is the real key to

saving the Earth
Earth Day should be everyday,
notjust a holidayfrom being
wasteful the rest oftheyear

the most important issue facing most
people in the world today.
There must be profit in keeping
this planet green and healthy, and
people should be rewarded for their
labors in doing so.
Today is not your last chance
Looking to government to impose
to save the Earth.
more restrictions on business is not
Tomorrow will come even if you going to save our environment, but
put glass in the aluminum bin, or technology can.
burn wood in the fireplace with the
Profit through technology is the
air conditioning.
only thing that is going to save us.
While today is only the official
The environment goes to the back
Earth Day of the year, believe it or burner when profit and survival is the
not, everyday should be considered only thing on the menu.
Earth Day. Where would we be withMost
industrialized
nations’
out the earth?
economies are based on consumption
Man did not create nature, and and waste, but what about the rest of
nature is not dependent on humans the world?
for survival; the reality is to the con"Slash and burn" economies are a
trary.
bigger problem than wasteful ones,
Working with nature instead of and do more permanent damage to
trying to fight against it is what being our environment. Cutting down rainforests changes the global environ"green" should be about.
The staff of the Spartan Daily ment and jeopardizes world oxygen
hopes people use today to reflect on production.
the state of our global environment,
Technology could provide an alterinstead of turning into one-day, native means of creating fertile land
born-again environmentalists.
to grow food, and raise cattle
For the green movement as well
screaming "Stop" won’t.
Back at home, we all need to presas humanity to survive, people
need to look for ways to make our sure each other to respect this space
free-market work for nature.
called earth; after all, it’s the only one
All too often advocates for the we have.
environment use the "us against
Peer pressure will stop even the
them" approach for their cause. The greediest "Robber Baron" from
approach works in fairy tales, not the destroying the air we need to breathe;
real world.
while all the governments horses, and
In the real world people need to eat all its men, cannot put our environand work. Day-to-day survival is still ment together again.

Letters to the editor

Eight free hours with pay for summer
Editor,
Why is the administration so
ready to demand sacrifices from the
staff but not willing to give something in return?
If the university is to save over
$100,000 by closing down on Fridays,
why not let the staff off on those Fridays without demanding a 10-hour
day in return.
After all, it’s "just for a short period of time." Most of the staff haven’t
had a raise or MSA for a long time.
What’s wrong with giving the staff
something for a change instead of
constantly asking us to always "make
the best of it" when we are already
overworked because of layoffs, frustrated when we’re unable to obtain
adequate support from the other
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overworked employees, and our
morale is at its lowest.
Would the university really gain
that much from two more working
hours per day from some already
overworked staff who have realistically accomplished a full week’s work by
Thursday because so few faculty are
here on Fridays and far less in the
summer?
The university would gain respect
by treating the staff as first class
employees as opposed to second
class, which is usually the case here .

r.
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Daily ignores the good, reports only the bad
/am writing because I am
disgusted in the approach that
the Spartan Daily has taken
towards
African-American
organization on the SJSU campus, especially the fraternities
and sororities.
For some reason the Spartan Daily finds it necessary to
print every negative thing that
has ever happened at an event
sponsored by African -American organizations.
Living at the Sigma house, I
have seen how the Daily sensationalizes every negative incident that has happened at the
Sigma house or close to the
Sigma house. That’s what the
Spartan
Daily
considers
worthwhile to print about
African-American organizations.
However, when it comes to
other types of news, they tend
to avoid those stories.
For instance, on Valentine’s

When will the
African-American
organizations Oil
this campus ever
get the credit they
deserve?
Day Weekend this year, the
African Step Show Council of
SJSU, which consists of the
eight predominantly AfricanAmerican fraternities and
sororities, sponsored its 15th
Annual Step Show Weekend.
The event went for the
entire weekend with a minimum of incidents, but for
some reason the Spartan Daily
did not send a representative

to cover this event, one of the
biggest in the state.
There were representatives
from the Mercury News, the
San Francisco Chronicle and
from UC Berkeley’s student
newspaper.
How could an event that is
so important to AfricanAmerican students on this
camptts, which has been a part
of the SJ SU community for 15
years, be continually neglected
year after year?
I
find
the
situation
appalling. When will AfricanAmerican organizations on
this campus ever get the credit
they deserve? All other organizations receive their credit
whenever they sponsor their
programs, so why does the
Spartan Daily choose to
exclude the African -American
organizations?
It is about time the Spartan
Daily began being more sensitive to another section of this

Noel Stewart
Campus Viewpoint
campus community, since we
also pay to support this paper.
I know this story will probably be treated the same way
African-American organizations are treated: Ignored and
thrown away, since it does criticize the practices you condone.
But I hope that you will reevaluate the way the Spartan
Daily deals with all its constituents, and stop printing
only negative stories about
African-American organizations.
Noel Stewart
Senior
Industrial and Systems Engineering

To hell with benefits ifyou’re a full-time student
/have just returned from
Hell.
While I was there, I played
checkers with Death, lost a
game of Monopoly to Gov.
Wilson and learned the value
of a good sneeze.
I also returned with a suntan and a report: unemployment and college. Even if the
board of trustees’ new fee proposal does pass, the current
cost of education will probably
bust most students’ pocketbooks.
Unemployment can best be
explained by my friends at the
California
Unemployment
Insurance Appeals Board.
You see, I was laid off last
semester. Soon after, I looked
for a new job and applied for
California
Unemployment
Insurance.
Thro weeks had passed; I
then started to look for my
check. I felt like Charlie
Brown, squinting into the dark
and empty mailbox, searching
for that proverbial Valentine
from the little red-haired girl.
Another week had passed.
Still no check. I then decided
to call the people at the
Employment
Development
Department (EDD). The clerk

said, "Your check was put on
hold because you’re attending
school full time."
I yelled into the receiver in
my best Ren voice: "What?
What do you mean?"
I was outraged. The EDD
was now becoming a nuisance,
like the constantly-changing
virus for the common cold.
But in this case, the EDD
doesn’t bless us students when
we sneeze.
In fact, it took away our
hankies, just before we climaxed, leaving us to clean up
the mess that had exploded all
over our SJSU tuition checks.
"You can file an appeal if
you want," the clerk said,
pulling the plug.
I slamtned the phone in d isgust, not knowing I had just
died and entered I lell. I later
waited in a long line to schedule my hearing with the other
pink -slipped unemployment
virgins.
An unemployment lawyer
then took me into a separate
room, where I answered questions into a tape recorder.
I later received a letter from
my judge, Margarita Rosen thal. When she made her decision, Margarita must have
been drowning tequila poppers with Pete ih’ilson, square

dancing to "Que Sera, Sera."
I was right next door. I
could hear them laughing.
That’s why they call it Hell.
"Having started classes on a
full-time basis, the claimant
precluded himself for full-time
work. He indicated he was not
willing to drop school for
work, nor transfer his classes
to other days or hours.
"Although he is a student
with a history of part-time
work, section 1253.8 of the
Code does not apply to him ...
he is not eligible to receive
benefits."
I iappy happy, joy joy.
But my story didn’t end
there. I could contest again! I
wrote to my favorite judge
while I played AC/DC
something about a highway.

Ifelt like Charlie
Broitin searching
for that proverbial
Valentinefroni the
little red-haired
girl

Kevin Turner
Writer’s Forum
Sentences like, "Thition has
almost doubled since fall
1988."
Sentences like, "Do you
agree that getting a B.A. in
English is important?"
Sentences like, "Is this decision of withholding benefits
based on my school schedule a
sick joke."
On March 3, I received a
hell-o-gram:
" ...
Understandably, the
claimant argues the fairness
and wisdom of Section
I 253(c) as it applies to students ... the decision (of
Rosenthal) is affirmed."
As working students, we are
all doomed.
Quick, Spartan Daily read ers, do you have a Kleenex?
I’m afraid I’m gogoing to, to
(achoo!) ... sneeze. Don’t
worry, we’ll clean up the mess
together. (Sniff).
Kevin Turner is a Daily st aII writer.

FORUM PAGE POLICIES
Articles may be mailed to the Forum
Editor, The Spartan Daily, Department of
Journalism and Mass Communications,
San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192 or faxed
to (408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the

author’s name, address, daytime phone
number, signature and major, if a student.
Submissions becomes the property of
the Spartan Daily and will be edited for
grammar, libel and length.
Categories available to non -Daily staff
writers are:

Campus Viewpoint: 300- to 500-word
essays on current campus, political or
personal issues.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words
responding to a certain issue or point of
view. If longer, they may be edited for
length.
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TODAY
ASIAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDER
STUDENT UNION: Outreach
Day Meeting, 5-7p.m., SU Montalvo Room, call 924-2531.
CALMECA PROJECT: Scholarship meeting, 6p.m., SU Council
Chambers, call 279-5143.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Evening
dinner fellowship, visitors from
Candler Seminary, 6p.m., 300 S.
10 St.
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE
CENTER. Earth Day, 10a.m4p.m., Amphitheatre, Art Quad,
call 998-8385 or 924-5467.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOC.:
Meeting, 5:30p.m., SU Almaden
Room, call Adria at 370-1031.
IHRA & PROPS: Free live music
& coffee with Funkier than Thou,

8p.m., Intl Center 360 S. 1 1 th
St., call Dwayne at 924-8208.
MUSIC DEPT.: Listening hourwith Jeanne Garson, 12:301:20p.m., Concert Hall, call 9244673.
PHYSICS DEPT.: Seminar, electromagnetic wave diffraction
theory, 1:30p.m., Science bldg.
251, call 924-5110.
STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHER’S ASSOCIATION: Speaker,
bilingual education,12-1p.m., SH
331.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES:
Skin Wellness Day, 9a.m.-3p.m.,
Student Union, call Oscar at
924-6117.
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT:
Three Sisters, 8p.m., University
Studio Theatre, HGH 103, call
Prof. Butler at 924-4664.

(408)924-3280
924-3282
924-3270
924-3277
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San lose offers training in 11 different fields ranging from electronic to custodial. Each program
takes seven to eight months to
complete, said information officer Connie Garcia.
Another option may be to seek
employment in another county.
Of the Bay Area counties, Alameda and Contra Costa County
have the lowest unemployment
rate, according to Koller.
"They have a more diversified
economy," Koller said. "They
don’t have one industry that’s
dominant."
Thus they can better withstand
losses in industries than counties
such as Santa Clara where manufacturing is the main job.
"The East Bay is in better
shape and prospects of growth
are better there than in South Bay
or San Francisco," Koller said.
Fortunately for Hernandez,
chances of getting a job in the
social sciences are greater than
other areas in the humanities,
according to a survey released by
Career Planning and Placement.
A psychology major can make
an average of $20,538, an increase
of 1.8 percent from last year,
according to the survey.
So far, Hernandez admitted,
her job hunt has not been going
too well although she just recently

55 Club

ident elect, will also be one of the
55 students recognized tonight.
On campus he is a member of
From page 1
the Institute of Electrical and
nized for their hard work and Electronic Engineers. Off campus,
dedication. They received about he has served on the board of
trustees of the Children’s Interna75 responses, Avelar said.
Avelar said the committee was tional Summer Villages for the
looking for "people who work past three years. The Summer Vilhard and don’t get recognized for lages promotes cross-cultural
their efforts. Maybe the team awareness and peace education
player who is at every single prac- through children.
"It feels good," Memula said
tice but doesn’t get most valuable
player or the committee member about receiving the award. "It’s
who is always willing to help but nice to be appreciated, but that’s
isn’t in charge of it and doesn’t get not why I do my work. I do it to
help the community.
a pat on the back:’
"1 wish more people knew
Along with the four organizations Weinberg is involved in, he about (A.S. 55 Club) because a lot
students on campus don’t get
is taking six graduate classes.
Just some of the things he has noticed."
"Without the people in A.S. 55,
taken part in are organizing Earth
Day last year, organizing Environ- the university wouldn’t be the
mental Career Day on April 8, place that it is," Avelar said.
"It’s these people who make
drawing blood during the Taythis a community and make proSachs testing in February.
During Jewish Awareness jects succeed. Without their direct
month in March he gave a lecture help and initiative and their desire
to do things just to do them, the
in the Student Union on Ecouniversity wouldn’t be the same,"
Judaism.
Venkat Memula, A.S. vice pres- she said.

ented, followed by insurance and
financial companies, and retail,
Hobbes said.
Specific areas within education, such as bilingual, special
education, math and sciences are
also doing well, he said.
One area that has been doing
particularly badly is agriculture.
Monterey County, which
depends heavily on agriculture,
has been hardest hit with an
unemployment rate of 19.2 percent, Koller said.
"In winter time, you’re going
to see a lot of people out of work
because there is not much
demand for agriculture," Koller
said. Agriculture and construction work should pick up in late
spring or early summer, he said.
Most of the jobs available right
now are in services and temporary work, Koller said.
General Employment, a San
Jose-based,
high-technology,
computer related agency, said it
has been doing very well. The
agency specializes in finding temporary, contract and permanent
jobs but emphasizes the latter.
"There are companies hiring
right now but they are being
more specific. Some of them are
not willing to train new people,"
said agency manager Kathleen
Willard.
Some agencies train employees.
CET Job Training Center in

9 ..
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Thursday, April

had already tilled the position by
the time I applied."
She is waiting on the others.
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Washington State
football player killed

Clinton runs with winners

I
I
MARTNAIR’S EUROPE
ali

WASH I NGTON (AP)
President Clinton jogged with a
group of the world’s elite runners today when he ran with the
various division winners of the
Boston Marathon, including
overall champ Cosmas Ndeti.
U.S. presidents traditionally
invite sports champions to the
White House. But Clinton took
the six winners of Monday’s
Boston Marathon an extra step.
They met Clinton, Boston
Mayor Ray Flynn and Boston
Athletic Association Director
Guy Morse at Washington’s
waterfront for an early morning
jog.
Could he keep up with this
crowd? "You know I can," he
said at the outset.
He did. Or perhaps the
niarathoners resisted the urge to
up the pace.
-mi. pack, 18 strong, with
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Sek:ret Service agents, ran 2.9
miles in 25 minutes a shorter
and slower jog than Clinton has
run in recent weeks.
Asked if he had ever run a
marathon before, Clinton said,
"Never. But I did run one in
1992, and it looks like I’m about
to run another one," apparent
references to the presidential
campaign and the ongoing fight
in the Senate over his stimulus
package.
Along for the jog, in addition
to Ndeti, a Kenyan, were Olga
Markova of Russia, the women’s
winner; Jean-Michel Charbonnel of France, men’s masters
division; Bernard i ne Portensk i
of New Zealand, women’s masters division; Jim Knaub of
Long Beach, Calif., overall
wheelchair
division;
Jean
Driscoll of Champaign, Ill.,
women’s wheelchair division.

UNLV has more problems

CONTROL OF YOUR COMMUTE
TAKE
If parking’s a problem for you, let Mims show you another way.
With 21 direct bus lines to campus, we can create an individualized
program to meet your personal commuting needs.
To learn more, call

924 -RIDE
You’ll be glad you did

AlTrans
Your Alternative Transportation Solution
Funded by SjSU Office of 7i-affic flaking

Call Today For FREE All Day Bus Pass

gating whether a third-party benLAS VEGAS (AP) A UNLV
compliance official has confirmed efit was involved when Rebel star
a report that the university is J.R. Rider’s parents received free
checking out whether a friend of rooms at the Sahara Hotel in Febbasketball player Kebu Stewart ruary.
may have received improper benThe problems are the latest in a
efits.
series to dog the university’s basDavid Chambers, UNLV’s ketball program.
Rider was suspended from
director of compliance, confirmed a report on KTNV-TV post season play last month when
lltesday that the school was it was learned a tutor helped him
investigating whether David prepare material. A former
illiarns of Brooklyn, N.Y., a instructor also alleged she was
id of Stewart, received pressured into giving Rider a
’proper benefits.
grade so he would be eligible to
Williams was given a compli- play last fall.
mentary room at Arizona CharThe university currently faces
lie’s Hotel-Casino here last some three dozen alleged NCAA
infractions dating back to the late
December.
Chambers said an NCAA rule 1980s when former coach Jerry
rimy have been broken if Tarkanian headed the basketball
I lams’ room was a third-party program. Action by the NCAA
benefit to Stewart.
Infractions Committee is expectThe university is also inve,,t
ed sometime this spring.

PULLMAN, Wash. (AP)
Washington State linebacker
liuddy Waldron was killed and a
teammate lost his left hand when
sin explosive device detonated
inside their moving vehicle,
authorities said.
Waldron died shortly before
inidnight Thesday at Sacred
leart
Medical
Center
in
tipokane, nursing supervisor
Cooke said.
declined to release details
this morning on his injurie, or
the cause of death.
Payam Saadat, a 20 -year old
linebacker from of Santa Monica,
Calif., was in satisfactory condition this morning at Harborview
Sledical Center in Seattle.
Police Chief Ted Weatherly
said investigators believe the men
knew the device was in the 1978
utility vehicle and accidentally set
it off.
Investigators don’t know why
the device was in the vehicle, he
said.
A search of Saadat’s apartment
turned up a "bomb workshop,"
said Mike Kelly, supervisor for
the Spokane office of the U.S.
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms.
Investigators found smokeless
powder, a soldering iron and
receipts for purchase of the components, Kelly said.
The explosive was an 8 -inch
length of 1 -inch galvanized pipe,
apparently packed with smokeless powder, he said. The triggering mechanism apparently was a
flashlight bulb wired to a clock
and 9-volt an AA batteries.
The force of the blast Monday
blew out the vehicle’s windshield
and a window. A shrapnel hole
was found in the roof of the rig,
Weatherly said.

The vehicle hit a parked car
after the device exploded, Sgt.
Chris Tennant said in a news
release.
Waldron, 22, was driving the
vehicle and Saadat was a passenger, police said. Waldron was
from Bellevue, Wash.
I het c was no immediate indiL at I, ,ii that either man was associated with any radical or activist
groups.
Nlatthew Schmidt, one of Waldron’s roommates, said his friend
had told him a few hours before
the explosion that he wits headed
to a campus library to meet with
a study group.
Kelly said officials would investigate whether the explosion may
have been connected to two
explosions in February in nearby
Moscow, Idaho. No one was
injured in the explosions.
In the first incident, what
appeared to be a metal pipe bomb
was thrown into an empty, locked
car of a University of Idaho football player.The player told authorities he did not know who might
have been responsible for the
explosive or why he may have
been targeted, and no arrests
were made.
A week later, a plastic pipe
with explosives blew tip a toilet in
an Idaho dormitory.
Waldron played in all 12
Cougar games last season, including Washington State’s victory
over Utah in the Copper Bowl. He
was credited with six tackles during the year.
Cougar coach Mike Price said
he had awarded Waldron a scholarship last week because of
improvements in his performance last season.
"He was riding on the biggest
high of his entire life," Price said.
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You’re a name, not a number, at
Santa Clara University’s summer session.
Most classes have fewer than 20 students.
And the day and evening classes
fit most work schedules.
...Remember, Santa Clara’s summer session
costs about the same as some state schools.
Registration is hassle-free and open to all students.

With Visa you’re accepted at more than 10 million places
around the world, nearly three times more than American Express.
Just in case you ever come up a little short

Visa. It’s Everywhere You Want To Be:

Call (408) 554-4833
for more information.

Santa Clara University
The best-kept secret in summer schools
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WASHINGTON (AP)
major gay rights march this weekend will launch a new era in homosexuals’ quest for acceptance in society, gay leaders said Wednesday.
"This will be the decade when
gay and lesbian people come home
to America," said Torie Osborn,
executive director of the National
Lesbian and Gay Task Force, a
Washington-based lobby.
Osborn was among a dozen gay
leaders who delivered what they
billed as a "State of the Union
Address" to explain the purposes
of the March on Washington for
Lesbian, Gay and Bi Equal Rights
and Liberation, slated for Sunday.
The activists discussed march
demands ranging from better
health care for lesbians to the right
to get married.
"People ask the question, ’What
is the gay agenda?"’ said Phill Wilson, director of public policy for
the AIDS Project in Los Angeles.
"The gay agenda is the Constitution, it’s the Bill of Rights."
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0 Five whites arrested
regarding slaying
of ANC leader Hani
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
(AP) - Police questioned five more whites Wednesday in the slaying of ANC
activist Chris Hani, and said other
arrests may follow as officials explore
leads into a suspected right-wing murder conspiracy.
The assassination of Hani, the head of
the Communist Party and one of the
African National Congress’ most popular leaders, set off nationwide protests,
strikes and scattered violence. Black
leaders are demanding tough action
against the extreme right-wing following
the killing.

Ozal’s funeral
draws world leaders
to Ankara
ANKARA, Thrkey (AP) - Regional
leaders paid last respects at a state funeral for President Turgut Ozal on Wednesday.
Ozal, who died Saturday of heart failure at age
was a staunch Western ally
who strove to expand Thrkey’s influence
in the region following the emergence of
independent Muslim states in former
Soviet Central Asia.

66,

SPARTAN DAILY
James A. Baker III, secretary of state
under President Bush, headed the U.S.
delegation. Statesmen from Germany,
Israel, Kazakhstan, Greece, Georgia,
Ukraine, Saudi Arabia, Armenia and
Azerbaijan also attended.

ED Politician quits
Anglican Church
over women priests
LONDON (AP) - A woman official
converted to Roman Catholicism
Wednesday after leaving the Church of
England because of her opposition to
female priests.
Social Security Minister Ann Widdecombe described her conversion as "a
very delicate business and a very difficult
business."
After years of debate, the Church of
England’s governing General Synod
voted in November to ordain women
priests.
Ms. Widdecombe, 45, is the most
high-profile figure to leave the church
over the decision.
Agriculture Minister John Gummer
has resigned his seat on the General
Synod, and indicated he may also join the
Roman Catholic church.
"Today is both immensely happy, and
there is a huge sense of relief, but it is also
a sad day," said Ms. Widdecombe. "It is
crossing a bridge and when you do that
you have your back to one side."

0 Brazilians select
preferred form
of government

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MEN’S ETHNIC DANCE Concert,
Saturday, May 1 Morris Dailey
Auditorium 7 prn. Tickets at the
door: $10. adults; $7. students/
kids/seniors. Men’s dances of
Africa. America, Bavaria, China,
England, Greece, Hungary, Mexico
and Scotland. More information:
408/2559789.
TAHOE HEAVENLY Nevada condos
for summer rob rent near casinos.
Awesome views, spa, pool,
superior location 495 Tramway.
From $595. Tom: 702/831-8743.

FREE Information.
24 Hour Hotline.801-379-2929
Copyright # CA057510,
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Progyams
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good riders"
"Gcod Rates for NcoGocd Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student"
"Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

FOR SAM
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING
with matching gold wedding ring.
Paid $1,000. in 1986. Now worth
$1.500. Sacrifice for $600. Call
Tanya 9274)196.

WAWED: Psychology Volunteers
HELP WANTED
Reach out 3 hours/week as a
Community Fnend. providing social
support to adults living with mental BRAZ1UAN? JAPANESE? Available
20 hrs. minimum per week for
illness. We train. 408/4360606.
translation or computer-related
GUARANTEED S400. Two student work? Work permit & some
clubs needed for fall poroject Yost computer experience required. Call
group GUARANTEED at least $400. Bibi at 415/3231335, x 122.
Must call BEFORE END OF TERM!
TEACHERS/AIDES FULL & PART
14300932-0528. ext. 99.
time. Long & short term poskions.
We offer competitive wages.
EARN MONEY
ChoiceCare Temporary Personnel
Promote your organization
4(38/227-7209.
selling printed sweatshirts,
T-shirts, hats, visors, mugs,
LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER.
decals, bumper stickers, etc..
Excellent ground floor opportunity.
with your desigi or kiwi
You could be making up to
Please call to see just how
$35,000.00 your first year! To
low these pnces can he!
team how, call 369-9999 for an
Brainstorm Graphics:
apportment or fax 3698409.
496-6343.
AUDITIONS: GREEK FOLK dance SANDWICH MAKERS FOOD PREP
troup seeks male and fermate $7.00 hr. Days. Tue. thni Fli. Apply
performers. Will train. For info, 2 3pm. 848 N. Rrst St San Jose.
call 3565754.
PAINTERS WANTED outdoor work
ALL GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS! in Sunnyvale. Good pay bonuses.
For important information on PT/spring. FT/summer. Call 1-800
upcoming events and activities, 4009332 & ask for Mike Bek.
please go to Student Activities
Office. Box 89. For additional EVENING & MIND Childcare wanted for 2 children (2 & 7) flex hrs.
infomiation call 408/3702102.
Hourty rate. Call 408/3709730.
! !!
100% PURE ADRENALINE
Experience the thrill of free falling PART-TIME FLEX HOURS. Tech
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area’s Support for scentrfic word proces.
cnly skydiving center. Come join US sor. Knowledge of DOS & at least
for a tande.m jump and enjoy your one W.P. Good communication
first skydive with only 45 minutes skills. PM resume: 408/2986157
of training For the true thrill seek- or mail to: Horstmann Software
er. try an accelerated freefall 10 S. 3icl St. 0350. SJ, CA 95113.
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a certified SOUTH VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is
skydiver, starting with a six hour looking for creatNe energetic teach
class and a mile long freefall the ers. director in training & subs for
same day. Videos of your jump preschool & school age child care
also available. Owned and operat- centers. Parttime. various hours
ed by SJSU students and grads. mornings & afternoons between 7
For more info call (510)6347575. am & 6 pm. Minimum 12 ECE
units. Call 227-3605 or 2269622.
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
58.00 PER HOUR
Your chance to be seen!!! 117.00
Models wanted by top agencies ail Security - Full time or part time
All shifts / Day. Swing or Grave.
over the country and the world.
Weekly Paychecks
Break into the modeling industry
Credit union
now! No experience neccesary Call
Full tracing.
2499737
Tom
(408)
for details.
Vacation Pay.
medical plans for F.T.
3
PLAN
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL
Dental / Vision Plans.
Office visas. teeth cleaned and
Requires:
Reriabre transportation
xrays - no charge.
clean police record, verifiable past
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
good communication
employment,
Enroll now!
skills. 15 yeats.
For brochure see
pm. Monday Friday
Apply.
8
am.
5
A.S. Office cc rail F1006553225
Vanguard Security Services
Santa Clara
Bid.
Scott
3212
MAXIMIZE YOUR FINANCIAL AID!
A dynamic g11111P offers proven Near 101 at San Tomas & Olcott.
secrets for college students, plus a
comprehensive directory of contact INSTRUCTOR -For those who love
sources. For free details. send a children. Exciting and energetic
selfaddressed stamped envelope people needed for pre-school
to: ASA, 2455 23rd Ave.. S.F. CA children sports and recreation
program. Full & part time available.
94116. Satisfactice guaranteed!
Salary plus bonus. Call Mr. Chung
713-7347. Positions avail(510)
AUTOMOTIVE
able throughout the bay area.
5E12E13
/
US.
FBI
CHEAP!
$200. SALES POSITION! INTERESTED IN
89 Mercedes...
. ..$50. health & fitness? Flexible hours,
86 VW
$100. great opponunrty for Mktg. Mgmt.
87 Mercedes
S50. & Phys. Ed. majors. Training
65 Mustang
Choose from thousands start $90. program. Brenda: 2557710.

Defense minister
allegedly sought
Mafia’s help

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP) Who will run Brazil in 1995: a president,
prime minister, or a king? Casting their
ballots Wednesday, Brazilians were more
concerned about the economy.
Few seemed interested in the outcome.
Surveys showed huge numbers would
not vote at all despite compulsory voting.
The choices are between the current
system headed by a president; a parliamentary government with a prime
ter, or a British-type parliamentary system headed by a monarch.

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no cialm for products or
seMces advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

April 22.1993

I Lur,lay,

ROME (AP) - Prosecutors suspect
aides of the defense minister sought the
Mafia’s help in elections as exploding
allegations of mob -political collusion
reached the government, news reports
said Wednesday.
The minister, Salvo Ando, a Socialist,
called the allegation "a dirty trick."
Ando is the first member of Premier
Giuliano Amato’s government to be
touched by allegations of collusion with
the mob, but similar claims have hit
other leading figures.

FAX: 924-3282

Phone: 924-3277
HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY!
The Job Finder for High Tech Silicco
Valley lists valuable information on
700. companies in the Silicon
Valley to help you find jobs that
EXTRA HELP FOR MORGAN HILL suit your skill set. It allows you
home. Light housework. Some to act smart in your job search.
cooking. Errands. 2-3 hours daily, Available at Spartan Bookstore.
4 days/week. Flex hours. Must
provide character references. Call CASHIERS CHEVRON. Two
locations. Flexible hours.Call
Michele @ 28059CO.
2953964 / 269-0337.
LOOKING FOR SPECIAL ED or
RESTAURANT PART-TIME
PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT to be a
Day and evening shrfts.
COMPANION this summer for my
Excellent pay. Apply in person at
mildly retarded 12 yr. old son.
Pasta Mia,
Hours would be 8 am 5 pm, daily.
2565 N. 1st St or
Some weekends and ovemights.
call John / Doug at 435-7300.
Applicant needs to be CREATIVE,
flexible, POSITIVE and ACCEPTING
of disabled people. Car is a must. EARN 51,500 WED(LY mailing our
References required. Good salary. circulars! Begin Now! Free packet!
SEYS. Dept. 15, Box 4000,
Call Charlotte:415/9600538.
Cordova, TN 38018-4000.
DISTRIBUTE ALARMS FOR SELF
PROTECTION and to deter theft. ACTORS, COMEDIANS, 8 GREAT
Be your own boss set your own personalities to teach fun traffic
hours. No Inventory requirements. school 16-32 hours a week. $10.
per hour to start Great job/co.
408/448-1111.
408/2455801
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS:
Roughing It day camp in SF bay IMMEDIATE! MARKETING project
area is hiring for summer 1993, outdoor work, flex hrs. good pay.
(510) 2833878. Send resume to Some positions require vehicles.
P.O. Box 1266, Orinda, CA 94563, Eam 56.-10.. per hr. 1-8005442824. After 4pm: 4154682674.
MARKETING, NO EXP. NEC. will
train. Easy work, set your own POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
hours. Working as little as 2 hrs. Many positions. Great benefits.
per day, you can eam $1,200. to Call 1800436-4365 ext. P.3310.
$4,000. per month. 3950076.
ATTENTION: &MU STUDENTS!
GOOD PAY - GREAT DPERIENCE
*SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS.
Medical / Dental Benefits
Vector. an international firm
Sirk / Vacation Pay
is expanding in the Bay Area.
We need ambitious, motivated
Employee Referral Bonus.
Now hiring three part-time students individuals who seek both good
to work Tuesdays and Thursdays in income and a valuable learning
before & after school age childcare experience. Work P/T now, F/T
in summer. flexible hours set
prcgrams. Other full and part time
around your school schedule!
positions also availabe in both
Wore & after school age childcare Starting pay rate $12.25 1111
programs and preschool picgrams. No experience nec. will train.
Positbns great for both female and Internships and scholarships
male students. Substitute teaching available. Call 2935195.
positions evadable br students
$17. PER HOUR
needing flexble hars or days off
Weekends Evenings.
for studying. With 24 locations, we
Lawn aeration sales.
offer lots of advancement and
Grnen Thumb - 732-4443.
opportunity. Call us, we’ll work with
your schedule. Mnimum 12 urns
EARN $1000s weekly stuffing
needed in chikl deselcpment.
elementary education or recreation. envelopes at home! Send SASE
Call (4081 257-7326.
to: Opportunities West. 2144 S.
1100 E., Suite 150324, Sart Lake
Crty. UT 84106.
9200. - S500. WEEKLY
Assemble products at horne.
Easy! No sellirg. You re paid direct. COUNSELOR / SKILLS TRAINER
Fully guaranteed. FREE Information with developmentally disabled
24 hour hotline. 801.379,2900. adults. 6 months exper. wrth D.D.
adults. Fremont 510/2260505.
Copyright # CA057550.

TYPIST NEEDED Tuesdays 4-10
pm only. Must type 75 wpm &
have exc. English. grammar,
spelling skills. 406/280-7203.

SALES - HEALTH AND FITNESS
Full time positions available for
management trainees needed for
California’s fastest wowing profes
sirnal martial art schools. Opportu
nity tor rapid advancement to
management for self motivated
enthusiastic team players. Karate
experience helpful but not necessary. Guaranteed base. plus corn
missions. bonus, trips and other
great benefits. Call Mr. Berryessa
at (510)7137347.
TEACHER
SUMMER READING
ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS:
Teach comprehension skills, lose
of reading to children and adults.
Seeking welkead. wann, analstical
grad students who can transform
people’s view of books.
Car required. $450.-$500./v.k.
medical. 510/8442294.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn
$2.000./month world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday. Summer and Career
employment available. No expert.
ence necessary. For employment
program call 1.2066340468 ext.
C6041.
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
Firm seeking to expand in Bay
Area. Sales reps and managers
needed. Full time and part tine
avail. For more info regarding the
company, call Ftyan at 9556281.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching basic con
versational English abroad. Japan
& Taiwan. Many provide room &
board other benefits! No previous
training or teaching certificate
required. For employment program
call: (206) 632-1146 ext. 16041.

APPLE COMPUTER REPAIRS 8
upgrade. Affordable, reliable, and
knowledgable. Apple Authonzed.
Call Glen eb 408/2456759.

HOUSING

SO% DISCOUNT!
Pemianent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires 5. 31- 93.
408-3794500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell, CA 95008.

2 BR/18A, 2 BLKS FROM SISU.
Cable TV. off street parking.
Avad 6/1. $650./mo. 268-0439.
WILL SUBLET YOUR STUDIO,
in San Jose area. June. July &
August. CaIl 971 3055.

VIDEO SERVICES SPECIALIZING
in weddings. Recording. edtting and
duplication. Affordable and proles
sicnal. Call 408/7231813.

DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
SPECIAL! Tired of loud music
when you need to study or your "STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS’
Membership
open exclusively
action?
in
favaite sweater missing
to SJSU Students, Alumni, and
Uve alone just minutes from SJSU.
Faculty!
Advisory
studios
from
only
$495.
Spacious
Services include:
Call Stephanie - 408/578-6800.
$ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans $
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
FEMALE, NONSMOKER NEEDED
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
to share 2 bam./1 bath apt. with
Exceptional Rates!!!
pool. Near It. rail, Willow Glen &
Convenient location:
Almaden Expy. $350. r. 1/2 util.
48 S. 7th Street Suite 201
Call 2658553.
San Jose, CA 95112
Call for more info:
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
(40819474273.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $770.
Walk or ride bike to sehool. Ample
parking, garage available Secured MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT
entrance. Cable TV avail. Laundry HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving.
facilites. Remodeled, roomy & very waxing, tweezing or using cherni
clean. Call Manager 288-9157 cals. Let us permanently remove
your unwanted hair. Back Chest
leave message.
Lip Bikini Chin Tummy etc.
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS Students & faculty 15% discount.
Big windows, bright and airy, with 1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
dishwasher, air conditioning. gated, 5/31/93. Hair Today Gone
covered parking & on-site laundry. Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
Intercom building. Quiet, nice for #17. Campbell . (408) 379.3500.
hvo roommates or staff. 1 block
IMMIGRATION / BIUSINESS
from SJSU. From $625. per mcoth.
16 yrs of legal experience
Aspen Vittage Tower. 297-0705.
Hl. labor cert., gnaen card
corporaticn & business.
2 BDR./1 BA. 1 block hom
Free basic cable, laundry roorn,
Law Offices of Stanley K. Yim
parking, modem appliances. Rent
2021 The Alameda, Suite 350
San Jose, CA 95126
begins at $725./mo.. $500. dep.
TTD 408/2459532
For information call 971.0869 or
Voice 408/2459567.
see manager at Royale Apts, 485
S. 9th & William St Also woepting
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
applications for Fall semester.
Tenn paper assistance. Versatile.
expert staff. Experienced with ESL
SERVICES
students. Emergences welcomed.
Cali toeless 800-77?-7901.
WRITING & RESEARCH Services.
preparation
I erm paper & thesis
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC!!
and assistance. All abiects. Quali
Unwanted hair reraoved forever.
fied writers on every topic. Editing.
Speciakst Confidential.
Rewriting. Resumes. ESL students
Disrosable your awn probe.
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast. 335 S. Baywood Av. San Jose, Ca.
Call 247-7486.
satisfactory service. Improve your
grades! (Berkeley) 510841-5036.

Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 266-9448 for full
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary. grammar. sentence
structure. punctuation; format
(APA. Tumbler’, MLA); table/graph
preparation; custom post-script
TRAVEL
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? Resume/cover letter preparation.
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe. U.S.? International Students Welcome!
Make your vacation plans now. Willow Glen area. 7:30am-8:30pm.
Call for low airfares. Arlene:
SANTA CLARA Secretarial Sery.
408/99’73647.
(408) 984-2268 Near SCU.
Term papers, resumes etc.
REAL CHEAP TRAVEL
FOR STUDENTS!
CREATIVE RASCALS Book Europe and Far East now
Desktop Publishing;
for iowest summer fares .
Tem papers, reports, resures.
-Special Student TicketsAffordable! 4053640806
No min/max days, refundable,
changeable, opertraw flights.
I HATE TO TYPEI
No a:Nance booking requirements.
If thus got your attention, give yourWe discount Eurail passes.
self a break. Let me do it for you!
New York / Boston $389.
Washington D.C. / Miami - $399. Free pick up and delivery.
Resumes. temi papers & theses.
STA student air tickets
APA format. $2.00 per double
Telephone servioe everyday!
spaced page / $5.00 minimum.
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
Call Julie - 9988354.
18006909030.
BREAST EMARGEMENT.
Marilee), proven non-surgical.
Safe. Natural. Only $220.
Body Imegng (408) 374-4960.

WORD PROCESSOR
Retied secretary. Let me do the
typing!! Resumes. term papers.
theses. etc. Grad & undergrad.
IBM Comp/Laser pinter.
Available days
(eves/weekends by appt)
Appointment necessary.
Call Anna -9724992.

TUTORING
MATH, PHYSIC.S, CHEMISTRY,
etc. Free introductory sessions.
Your home or at SJ State. Jack
Cuncan: 925-6947 or 2276,65.

WORD PROCESSING

AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
Word processing! Theses. term
papers, nursing & group projects,
resumes, letters. manuscnpts, etc.
Wad Perfect 5.1. HP Laserlet Alll
formats plus APA. Spelling, punctu
aton and grammar assistance. AM
work guaranteed! Sam $55 with
referral discounts! For worryfree,
Word Processing HeyNverri Area dependable, and prompt service.
Re ports Term Pa pers ’ Theses call PAM at 247.2681 (8arrs8pm).
Suzanne 5104859794 MLAAPA.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processire Tem) Papers
CAU. USDA TODAY
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
for expenenced, professional word
Turabian. Desktop Publehng.
()messing., Theses, temi papas,
Graphic Desigh & Lasout.
group prciects. etc. All formats
Laser Output
including APA, Laser printer.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Transcription and Fax services
V.I. P. Graphics
available. Almaden/Branham area.
Near Oakndge Mall
CaN for appontment
3639254.
(408)264-0504.
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER gets the
rest grades. This English teacher
has 30 years’ experience typing
and welcomes foreign students.
Best rates! Fast service!
Call Barbara at WRITE/TYPE
(408) 2957438.

FRIENDLY WORDPROCESSING &
TRANSCRIPTION. Professional’
home typist w/ Laserlet printer.
52.00 / double spaced page.
Open almost 24 hours a day.
7 days a week. Term papers.
resumes. correspondence. etc.
West San Jose near Cupertino.
Suzanne: 4465658.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers the.
ses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other forma!,
Resumes. editing. grew,
and other services avaii,e.
Masterson s Word Processe,g
Call Paul or Sargnia 4082510449

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
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Scholars
1rom page 1
university into a good light."
In 1991, Archibeque and the
SJSU Choraliers won the "Choir
of the World" title at the Llangollen, Wales, performance, during their summer tour.
"I was musically inclined ever
since I was a kid," Archibeque
said. "I remember making a little
plastic record in a carnival booth.
I also studied piano when I was in
the second grade. When I was a
sophomore in high school, I
knew I wanted to teach."
Archibeque, through her 23
years at SJSU, has developed a
unique teaching style.
"I guess you can say I’m a
workaholic, but I also have a
good ear. I learn different vocal
techniques that way. 1 know what
types of choral music will best fit
the singers’ performance ability."
Archibeque’s Concert Choir
and Choraliers are unique
because a large number of new
singers appear each year, as compared to other troupes that have
the same singers.
"In many European-based
groups, the singers really know
the conductor well, hence their
good performances," A rchibeque
said. "No wonder they win
awards. But in terms of SJSU, I’d
say there is a 50-percent turnover
rate each year in receiving new
singers."
Nanci Flett, a junior majoring
in music, has been with the
Choraliers for three years.
"Working with the group has
been challenging," Flett said.
"One of the reasons I’m in the
Choraliers is because it’s not a
mediocre choir. I have lots of
experience working with Professor Archibeque. She’s an amazing
conductor
she really knows
what she’s doing.
"In the 1991 performance in
Switzerland, we were really
focused. It was one of the best
experiences I ever hadr
Arch ibeque’s teaching has also
varied from year to year.
"I always try different vocal
techniques. I try to get the singers
more relaxed, cooled out. As a
choral director, I have the responsibility to learn different written
music. People will send me
envelopes full of music. During
the summer, 1 sit down and look
at it as a project.
"Good vocal techniques also
serve as good motivational skills
... 1 try to maximize every second of rehearsals: mentally, physically, and emotionally, rather
than have the students drift off,
‘Gee, I wonder what I’m going to
do in my next class?’
"I really do enjoy rehearsal. It’s
fun, it’s all a part of making
things better, and about sound,
understanding the composer and
style. One of my goals is to present choral literature to my students. There is a close marriage
between poetry and choral
music.
"Last week, we had recording
sessions for our first choral CD.
One of the songs, ’0, My Love’s
Like a Red, Red Rose: is based on
one of Robert Burns’ poems."
Archibeque feels that recruitinent for the Choraliers and Concert Choir has slackened recently.
"Recruiting is the key,"
Archibeque said. "In the old days
of student registration, there was
more of a chance for choir students to talk about their experiences. Some of that would translate into students signing up for
choir classes.
"But now, with touch-tone registration, t he word-of-mouth
approach isn’t working as well. So
we have to recruit aggressively
now."
Graduate student Dale Peppers
joined the Choraliers this year.
"I’m out here because of
Archibeque, she was one of my
first contacts," Peppers said. "I
came all the way from Arkansas
to be here. I like the Choraliers
because it’s small. Musically, a
small group is more of an intimate experience than with a large
group"
"One of my most thrilling
experiences was at the final concert of the 1991 European Tour,"
Archibeque said. "It was in Lausanne, Switzerland, at Paderewski
Hall.
"During the practices, we had
to climb up a steep hill. There was
no tram. It was humid, nothing
compared to California. We spent

two days practiLing, and everyone was unhappy because of the
heat. We didn’t want to end thc
tour this way.
"Before some of the European
concerts, a few of the performers’
personalities made the touring
experience a little rough. Sometimes, the students would joke
about who had the best hotel
room, and other silly stuff. Yet as
a group, the tension disappeared.
"On July 21, the date of the la.st
concert, we performed for 450
musicians. The Choraliers knew
it was their last show; some of the
performers were not returning
next semester. This was the last
time the group would perform
together.
"It was like the Choraliers were
kissing each song goodbye.
Everyone could feel the love of
the music filling the hall. Near the
end of the performance, the audience was crying. Their response
was tremendous. It wasn’t long
before the Choraliers and myself
were trying to hold back the
tears:’

May 17th is

National Bike To Work Day
So brush the dust off of your two-wheeler and show your support
We at Altrans and SJSU Traffic
and Parking are encouraging you
to show your support for National
Bike To Work Day , by leaving
your cars at home and pedaling to
campus on May 17th.
For information on the safest and

.,,

most efficient routes to campus and
cycling tips, stop by the Altrans
booth at today’s Earth Day Event
(in the Art Quad). For more info,
call 924-12IDE
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Your
Final
Exam
From Ford Motor Company
(answer true or false)
TVA -11 I

46,
Included in the Ford and Mercury College Purchase Program are:
1. Pre-approved credit
2. Deferred first payment
3. $400 cash incentive
4. Down payment
(correct answers)

awl .0
:_,0,=9;;.;;;.k<

awl t

2

am

We made this exam easy to pass because getting a new car shouldn’t be difficult. With the Ford and Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program. there’s no down payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehicles if you qualify and finance through Ford
Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deferred 1st payment (in states where allowed). You’ll also get a $400 cash incentive
regardless of whether you buy or lease. You can opt to use it toward your purchase or lease. or keep the cash.
You may qualify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January 1. 1993 and
December 31. 1993 or are a graduate student enrolled during the same period

I FORD

MERCURY I
iNCOLN

Simply visit your local Ford or Mercury dealership or call 1-800-321-1536 for more information.

What’s the fastest growing
sPort of the 20’s?
vNisluN13"
Discount Prices Everyday
FuII SUPP1Y line

HAMILTON HOBBIES
PRO SHOP -PAINT SUPPLIES
I I 17 Shasta Ave. (off Alameda) 283-0702,

MEXIC
CABO
CANCun
PUERTO VALLAR A
MAZATLAN
GUADALAJARA

IMP AIM ARE

Ak

F.L.’17; DRIVE
7 NIGHTS AIR

HOTEL

391
.169
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LET’S TRAVEL

1049 E. Capitol Expressway, San Jose
GOULD SHOPPING CENTER 972-0770
HOURS: MON-FRI 8:30am-6pm, SAT 10am-3pm

A WEEKEND OF MUSIC ART CAMPING & FUN STUFF!
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LAGUNA sECA
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We’re assuming you’re dumb
"What do they think we are stupid?"
Too many people have been asking that
question lately. Following the Joe Montana
Lharade last weekend, every 49ers fan has
been asking themselves what kind of idiot
team management takes them for.
It’s just the latest symptom of a disturbing trend, the dumbing-down of America.
Want evidence? Consider the explosion
of products that claim to produce a lush,
thick head of hair with just one spray-on
application. Really, really stupid.
And how about our local cable
TV company? Does anyone
think that paying $6 to
see the god-awful
"Ladybugs" on PayPer-View really is
a good deal?
an
$60
eighth?
You
gotta be out of
your mind.
And who’s
rushed out to
buy
clear
deodorant,
dishwashing
soap or malt
liquor?
Clearly, we need
someone to lead us out
of this insipid mess. But
don’t count on our elected leaders. Judging from what they say, they may
not be any smarter than we are.
Certainly not John Bowman, a councilman from Washington, who sagely said,
"If crime went down 100 percent, it would
still be 50 times higher than it should be."
And of course, let’s not forget our former-Vice President, who postulated, "It’s a
question of whether we’re going to go forward into the future, or past to the back."
And from the world of sports, boxer
Marlon Starling, in a bit of savvy contract
negotiation, said, "I’ll fight him for nothing if the price is right."

It’s come to the point where state legislators are worrying about our collective
intelligence. Larry Bowler, a Republican
(of course) from Sacramento, is taking
aim at what he considers the root of all
ignorance truancy.
Bowler said that kids who play hooky
become "rascals, rogues, incorrigibles,
thieves, daytime burglars and sexually
experimental." What is this fool thinking?
Granted, truancy is a problem, but threatening kids with an afternoon bout of sex
isn’t going to discourage anyone
from skipping civics class.
And if I knew what
"rogue" and "incorrigible" meant, I’d
probably belittle
that
comment
too.
So are they
right? Are we
really
that
dumb, or do
they just think
we are?
Well, Greg
Popeil wouldn’t
be a multimillionaire if it wasn’t for
people
gullible
enough to buy his catalog of gimmicicy, inferior
products.
And
marketing
research must have shown that we have an
insatiable need for transparent liquids,
gels and soaps. Personally, I’m waiting for
the folks who make Visine to gloat "We’ve
ALWAYS been clear!"
Are we that dumb?
I’d hate to indict an entire society, but a
survey released last week revealed that a
full third of Americans harbored doubts
as to whether the holocaust ever hap
pened.
You third out there, yes, you are THAT
dumb.
Steven Chae
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ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND PHISH
BLUES TRAVELER SHAWN COLVIN
001115.
THE JEFF HEALEY BAND
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10,000 MANIACS BLUES TRAVELER
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Sound Advice

I tell you, everything Bill Laswell touches
LL Cool J is back in "G" form with 1,1
turns to gold. From Material and Praxis, to Shots to the Dome that are sure to knock
Henry Threadgill and PainKiller, this guy’s you flat on your ass.
Funky baselines and rhythms are offset
got an ear. And the most
recent direction toward
by cool melodies that are
tied together in pure Cool
which he’s pointed that
J style.
extremity, Blind Idiot God,
is certainly no exception.
The "Gangsta" theme is
woven through every jam
After their 1987 self-titled
with lyrics that are smart
release on SST records, BIG
and on the positive tip.
fell into relative obscurity,
Cool J maintains his
popping up here and there
intense style of rap as heard
in the odd skate video or
in previous hits like
thank-you list on related
"Knocked You Out."
bands’ releases.
Many samples from the
With C’yclotron, their
"Godfather of Soul" himself
latest on Avant, the band is back and
BIGger than ever. Jacking intense, power- James Brown, keep the tracks moving at a
funky and creative pace.
driven jazz-core through smooth, flowing
MIDI manipulation, BIG
There is no doubt right
..41Y-4441,4,1 ,trxe
00..
from the beginning with the
fuses the delicate improv
track "How I’m Comin’,"
experimentation of their
e
,fk. 4.... 14.
that Cool J is back in typiNew York roots with a
’
tighter, more youthful enercal styletake it or leave it.
(Hector Flores)
gy their forebearers just 1111:1140’.4
Earth is somgthing like
can’t get near. Definitely a
, Mt, ’what you’d get if Brian Eno
strong contribution to an ’
were to produce the
exciting young project. .
Melvins.
Interminably
(Sean Cooper)
4.
slow, barely audible and
Parliament-Funkadelic
disturbingly
lethargic,
veteran Bernie Worrell could
Earth 2, the Washington -based duo’s debut
well be considered one of the
foremost visionaries in black music today. full-length, can only be described as disc reet grunge; ambient death-metal.
As a hermeneutic of the evoEarth, who adopted
lution of the art, Worrell’s
0011.,
Black Sabbath’s original
latest solo effort Blacktronic
moniker no doubt in refScience is a near compre’12-=;
erence to the ’70s rock
hensive mapping of the hisfor
propensity
icons’
tory of the African-Amerilower-frequency composican avant-garde.
tions, is the lazy brain-child
With space bassist Bootof guitarist Dylan Carlson
sy Collins, vocalist George
and bassist Dave Harwell.
Clinton, alto sax man
The two Seattle metalheads
Maceo Parker and Worrell
decided to drag their Marworking the Mini Moog,
shall stacks and distortion
Science has its roots in
boxes over to the other end
some of the most forward-looking moveof the spectrum, and pump out some of the
ments of the past thirty years.
densest, most unanchored
nominee Tony
Local Bammie
sludge imaginable.
Williams rounds out the
Granted, Earth 2 isn’t
rhythm section with some
would
something
one
of the most solid, creative
describe as exceedingly lissyncopation to accompany
tenable in the traditional
Worrell in years.
sense, but the muddy drone
From the deep funk of
is nearly ideal for revitaliz"Flex" and "Time Was
ing focus in and through
(Events in the Elsewhere),"
the completion of other,
to the jazz- and rap-influmore mundane tasks. As
ences spread over the entirethe authorless descriptions
ty of the disc, Science serves
filling the album sleeve
equally as an introduction to
observe, "If feel alert yet very calm...Wonand expansion of the projects
which circumscribe it at every turn. And if derful after a hard day:’ "Always had trouthat just ain’t enough for you, the shit is ble relaxing...after auditioning Earth 2, had
an incredibly deep sleep." (Sean Cooper)
phuncky. (Jon Solomon)
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N BEER ALWAYS
OPEN UNTIL 3AM I
SAT.
THU., FRI.,
k
ROCIeN TACOS
BAJA FISH TACOS

1
131 W. SANTA CLARA STA
IS BLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS)

A.
"3,;0

. . .

) 993-8230
FREE DELIVERY 1

I GET ROCKED!

mINIMUM)

EXPIRES 5-25-93

$2 Hairc
;11
MO_

litshampoo
w/student I.D

Also

-Acrylic Nails -Plain Facials
-Nail Tips
- $3.50
-Plain Manicures
-Permanant
Waves
- $2.00
-Hair Coloring
Accredited by NACCAS
-Licensing Preparation -Advanced Courses Available -Fully Approved tor
Placement Assistance -Classes Forming Regularly Student Work Only
No Student Request

Monterey Academy
of Hair Design
345 E. Santa Clara St. San Jose
Open Mon. -Fri. 287-9868

30c.
No COVER
EVERY
; I .
W/ STUDENT ID
In the Mainroom
In the Poolroom

Milpitas Beauty College
1350 S. Park Victoria Dr.
(Parktown Plaza Shopping Centel
Open Tues.-Sat. 262-7703

u
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DOMESTIC BEE

s
say

Draft Bee
84101,41 r

& WELL DRINKS

ALL NITE LONG
Dance to the All Mixed Up Sounds of RICHARD G
Alm.lcovothe/lipHopiHousecilthe move Mayhem DJS
up coming LIVE Shows

4/25
SUN
412i
TUE
514
T 11 E
5/9
SUN

.1.1111e Fyudtr & Jau Viinder
Negativland
Funk Superstar
Za

&Nieman,

Featuring ROGB1 +

MO’FESSIONALS

& Black Pole

NO COVER & 50c drafts Every WED, FRI & SAT

B410PM

presented by KFJC, KSJS, K/SU
CLUB OASIS IS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR PARTY RENTALS & CORPORATE EVENTS
w/FULL CATERING SERVICE FOR INFO CALL ANN 292-3346
EiVe SINWS CO

200 N. 1 ST. @ ST. JAMES (408) 292-2212 21 & OVER
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Exc rsLI silf S
For Lat who daims
to be from Saturn, anything Sun Ra does is
bound to be freaky. Call him
a cosmic astronaut of space jazz,
16 WdS frealcy when it wasn’t hip. The
man incorporates everything from far out percussion journeys and astro space organ, to oddmetered interludes and other excursions into the
outer stellar.
Ra-phile and Evidence
Records-founder Jerry Gordon was on a mission to
find most of Ra’s catalog and transfer the
music to disc. Evidence has meticulously remastered
and reissued 10 Ra
CDs.
On Cosmic limes
for Mental Therapy

and Art Forms of Dimensums tomorrow, Ra Lhannels his cosmic tones through his Arkestra into far
out interludes to different galaxies. Ra musically
travels into the void and fills the infinite distance
with unearthly sounds. Through his music comes
the vibrations of the cosmos, pathos from beyond
surge through the somewhat atonal mixtures of
sound. Solar sounds reverberate and captivate in
"Voice of Space."
Aside from his far out excursions, Ra also dug
into more straight forward jazz when Sun Ra and
his Solar Arkestra ViNir Planet Earth. The album,
recorded in the mid-3os, shows Ra paying homage
to jazz
pioneers

Henderson
Fletcher
and Charlie Parker. Ra
experimented with the pair
of baritone saxophones,
which dominate the "Planet
.
Earth" sessions, played by Pat Pat riLk and
Charles Davis.
Slap any one of these musical montages into the
player, strap on the seatbelt and catch the next subway bound for Mars or any other
planet. Remember the words
of the philosopher-king of
A fro-psychedelia, "The
space age cannot be
avoided and space
music is the key to
understanding the
meaning of the
impossible..."

Jon Solomon

Reterritorializing social space
MOUNTAIN CH AkLEYIS

AtLIVE ROCK ’N’ ROLL AND DANCING

EVERY THURSDAY

FRANI< JOSEPH
FRIDAY 4/23
THE GENTS

SATURDAY 4/24
SKELETON CREVV

EVERY TUESDAY - NO COVER
C_AST OF SHADOWS - $1 DRAFTS ALL NIGHT
EVERY MONDAY - NO COVER
GROOVE BOX
SAN JOSE’S FAVORITE NEW BAND
15 N. SANTA CRUZ AVE, LOS GATOS
Call 395- 8880 for more information
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for the fact that the money
PORT HUENEME, CA
is the taxpayers’ and the
(AP)City officials in Port
spirit being fought belongs
Hueneme have decided to
spend hundreds of taxpayer to our young people.
The challenge of skatedollars to try to prevent
boarding is to defy the
skateboarders from using
rules. A skateboarder’s ultipublic benches in front of
mate foal is to defy the
City Hall for tricks and
biggest rule: gravity. Smalljumps.
er rules are perfect trainWe think city
ing for a serious skateofficials are getboarder. Find ways to
ting roped into
I get around the rule,
a game they do
/1 make the rule bend, or
not understand.
break it if you have to. It’s
And one
part of the sport....
they are
The city’s solution to
bound to
spend hundreds of dollars
lose.
to install posts at the end of
The
each bench is shortgame is
sighted and not conone of cat
and
CRIMINA L - structive. The same
mouse.
money could be better
The forces
spent on a wellE LEMEN T
designed obstacle
are money
vs. spirit.
course for the skateThe fact
boarders to use.
Skateboarding is
that in
such a
not a crime....
confrontation money
.44140
doesn’t
stand a
chance
would not bother us, except

EARTH
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’Farb), lennifer Kane
Photographs by I). A. Horvath

Environmental volunteer Shirley Rosenberg, left, leads a group of students from Meyer-Holz school through
the refuge at the Environmental Education Center at Alviso.

Lookin. g out for Plan
The Environmental Education Center at Alviso teaches the value of awareness
place for escape. The only humans who
set foot on this land are people who
want to "get away from it all" or learn
more about wildlife and its environment.
The Environmental Education Cen-

ter, part of the San Francisco Bay
Refuge, was established in 1979 by the
Fish and Wildlife Service after people
of San Francisco Bay petitioned Congress for it.
"Its purpose is to get people interested in the environment
and
wildlife says 75year-old
Lee
Lovelady, a volunteer naturalist
at the center.
An
SJSU
graduate with a
degree in zoology,
Lovelady
teaches school
groups
about
wildlife at the
Lenten He leads
school field trip
g roups of 60
(Iiihiren
three
days a week and
says he loves
teaching (more
than 195 children).
"When I went
back to school
(SJSU), I was a
senior citizen, so
Environmental volunteer Shirley Rosenberg explains the ecological features of the wetlands to a
group of students.
Just off Highway 237 near the small
town of Alviso is a place that smells like
the ocean and sounds peaceful because
it is isolated from civilization.
Cool breezes sweep across these 400
acres that are thought by many as a

I only paid the university 50 cents to $1
per unit:’ Lovelady says. "Because of
this, I feel I owe something to the community, and this is the best way I can
think of to do it."
Barbara Pon, a teacher at Cupertino
Co-op Nursery School, has been bringing her classes to the refuge every year
for the past four years, ever since she
first heard of the center. "This is the
best field trip that my class takes:’ she
says. "We like it because the children
can be totally involved. The children
and the moms learn so much!"
"It’s wonderful because the center
can adjust for the age group it’s teaching. There is tremendous educational
value here Pon says.
Brad Sasaki, a Cupertino preschooler, says, "We got to scoop up the
brine shrimp! That was neat."
"I loved going up to the tower to
look at all the birds:’ says classmate
Daniel Heiden. "There were so many!"
"I liked taking apart the owl pelletsr
says Amy Barnes, another pre-school
student.
The center, funded by the City of
San lose and the Santa Clara Valley
Nonpoint Source Pollution Control
Program, is equipped with microscopes, hand lenses, beakers, small dipnets and a small library with sources
See Earth, Page 8
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author discusses the future of cor

Rudy RurIcer teaches in the math and
computer science department at SJSU.
He is the author of several works offiction, including White Light, Software
(which earned him the prestigious
Philip K. Dick award for science fiction),
and the recent Transreal!, a collection of
his earlier poetry and short stories. He is
also the author ofChaos: The Software,
a companion to the popular James Gleik
book. Rucker will be speaking on campus tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Washington
Square Hall 109.
etc.: What is the gist of your presentation at SJSU?
Rudy Rucker: I’ll be reading from
my new novel, Die Hacker and the
Ants. I’ve been sort of obsessed with
ants for the last three years. In the
computer area. something I’m very
interested in is a type of computer program that’s known as "artificial life."
So I’ve been working on a program
that’s sort of like an electronic ant
farm. The program is
called !toppers, which is
the name of my creatures in the mwels Software and Wetware. But
these guys in my program are sort of like
electronic ants, and
while I was working on
the novel, 1 wa.s also
working on the program, and it was sort of
a near future idea, like
what if the ants got
loose? There’s this idea
that in about five years
we’ll begetting comp’ essed television signals, so that one channel of cable could hold,
like, 50 channels. Now
what that means is that
every television has to
have a computer chip
inside it to decipher the
compressed signal.
The Hat ker and the
Ant. v. a near-future
novel, set ii) Silicon Valley in the late ’90s. And in the book,
the ants get au and manage to get
transmitted over the W.IVCN, and
they infect everybody’s television. So
you turn on your TV. and instead of
seeing, like, Sally Jessie Raphael or
something, you just see these ants
crawling around. ()r you’ll sec he:, but
she’ll have an ant head, and the sound
will just be twittering and garbled. So
they arrest him and charge him with
t reason. ’laughter!
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e: He’s struck at the very soul of
modern civilization.
RR: Yeah, he’s destroyed TV
e: In the way of background, could
you plot your trajectory from your
work out of college to Silicon Valley?
RR:1 went to Swarthmore College
Philadelphia, and I graduated from
there in 1967.1 grew up in Louisville,
Kentucky, which is where Hunter S.
Thompson and Muhammad Ali are
from. So I’ve always wanted to be the
third weird person from Louisville.
Out of college, I worked for awhile in
upstate New York as a math professor,
where I started writing. I wrote my
first book there, Geometry, Relativity
and the Fourth Dimension.’ couldn’t
get that published, so 1 went on from
there and did my first science fiction
book in 1978,Spaceiime DomitN. I
couldn’t get that published right away,
in

but then eventually I sold It.hitel.ight,
which came out in 1980.1 hen Sqiware came out in 1982. That marked
the beginning of cyberpunk. It came
out a year before [William Gibson’s’
Neuromancer. But I don’t get as much
retlit. [laughter!
Put what I was concerned with there
was robots that are becoming cons, ious and alive, like people. and also
about people becoming tnore like
machines. And, to me, that’s always

been the central thing about cyberpunkthe fusion of man and
machine. And the reason that’s always
been a popular topic is that it’s something that’s really happening in the
world around us, so fiction is a way of
trying to come to terms with it. Writing science fiction is a way to actually
understand the present. Instead of just
getting swept away by all this new stuff
that’s coming up, you sort of try to
jump ahead of it.
e: You lived in Lynchburg, Virginia, for a while, right? The home of
Jerry Falwell?
RR: Yeah. After I got out of college, I
went to Germany for two years on a
grant from the Humboldt foundation,
doing mathematics research on infinity. And then we went to Lynchburg for
six years.
e: Was that a pretty surreal six
years?
RR: Well, it was when the Moral
Majority was ,eally riding high, and
they were on the cover of Time magazine. Now cyberpunk’s on the cover of
l’ime magazine. ’laughter] But/hen, 1
was a cyberpunk, and what was on the
cover was the Moral Majority.
I was freelancing there for most of
the six years, and probably did more
writing then in a short period than I’ll
ever do again. Six books in four years,
or something like that. But still, financially it was a losing battle, and 1 wanted to get a steady income again. I was
curious about computers, and then I
had an opportunity to come teach,in
the math and computer science
department here at State. And that was
attractive, first of all because it was a
job, and second because it’s a combined department, and they said I
could teach math or computer science,
or both. I didn’t actually know that
much about computers at the time.
But by teaching the courses I
was able to learn quite a
bit. So that was
seven years ago.
For the last
three years, I’ve
had a very low pro
file at State because
I’ve been on leave
either half or full-time
working at a computer
graphics company called
Autodesk. But now I’ve left
Autodesk, and I plan to go
back to full-time teaching.

e: Why did you leave Autodesk?
RR: The recession. They got a nett
president, and they eliminated the
department I was inthe department
of advanced technology. And they
said, well, we’re not going to use that
for a few more years.
But I’m glad to be going back to
teaching, because I was hacking so
much I was starting to get carpel tunnel syndrome. Computer hacking is
fun, but it’s sort of addictive. It’s not
entirely a positive force.
e: Terms like Cyberpunk and
hacking are popping up more and
more these days in popular culture,
anti it’s not entirely clear what they
refer to. In talking about cyberpunk,
what sort of a working definition
would you use?
RR: To me cyberpunk is fiction
about the near future, and generally it’:
about computers and humans and the
interface between humanity and
machines. There are several things that
can be emphasized, in my case I’ve
empha.sized the fusion of man and
machine. This is, of course, part of
everyday life now. If you call up a company, they’ll say press three if you want
to do this, press two for thatthat’s
not normally the way we would communicate. So they’re making you act
like a machine. So that’s one part. And
technically it tends to be about computers and people merging. Then
there’s other, less defined aspects of it,
like the "punk" part. I’ve been talking
about the "cyber" part, and the "punk’
part has to do with being sort of a
beatnik-intluenced countercultural or
underground -type of literature. Hippies, punks, ravers, whatever.
e: In Brian McHale’s discussion of
some of the philosophical themes of
cyberpunk fiction, one of the things
he points out is the switch from the
more traditional science fiction questions of epistemology, to a more
ontology-centered writing what it
means to be in the world with computers and technology.
RR: Yeah. Actually, that’s the rea
son Heinlein was such a success.
, At least in his earlier novels, he
assumed that the future was
already there, and that his
characters were in it. It wasn’t
like, ta-da, here’s a voice transmitter. So cyberpunk tries for that sort of
realistic texture, of being already
immersed in it. You also see that in

Interview by

ssor and cyberpunk
nputer-based reality
someone like Phil Dick, where you get
very well-rounded characters who are
immersed in a strange reality. Then,
there’s writers like Asimov who are
more emphasizing these ideas, and
the characters are more interchangeable. I mean, he did a lot of great stuff,
but it tended to be, the way you put it,
epistemological rather than ontological. I’m very interested in the sort of
nitty-gritty details of how artificial life
would work, or how intelligent robots
would work.
e: What are some of the real-time
manifestations of some of the cyberpunk t heme’s you’ve used going on
right now?
RR: Well, if you just look at televisionan inforrnation net with thcse
really weird pieces of information
being sent around. Or the fact that
your car has several computer chips in
it that are smarter than the first Apple
computer. Then there’s the business
abotit Clinton wanting to set up this
super data highway. Already, as a
computer science professor, I use the
net routinely to find out information
about certain areas I’m interested, like
cellular automata or artificial life. And
the net is like this virtual community
of people, and I hear from them all the
time, and I’ve realized that’s just part
of my life.
One definition of a hacker is someone who would rather look at a computer screen than a television screen.
There’s something about the human
psyche that just loves that 60 cyclesper-second flash that you get off either
screen. But if it’s a computer screen,
you have some choice of what you’re
getting. And in the future, within 10
years, television will be like that anyway, there’ll be thousands of things
you can access with your TV. I mean,
the idea of going out and renting a
video, for example, that’s just so
insanethis actual physical piece of
plastic. I mean, why don’t we just hire
the actors and have them come over to
the house? So that will all be gone.
And that will be great, because your
average video store doesn’t have much
of anything anyway, nothing at all
obscure. So that will be terrific. And
the fusion of the computer, the telephone and television, that’s something
that’s happening right now.
e: Elsewhere you’ve described the
hacker’s ethic, which sounds a lot like
the evolution of the computer industry in Silicon Valley.

RR: Yeah, the whole idea that there
is a better way and I can do it myself.
That’s definitely still there. And it
might not be that you make a million
dollars, but at least you did it your
way.
e: And then there’s also the other
side of that. Gibson calls hacking
"technology combined with organized dissent."
RR: Yeah, cyberpunk definitely
phases out into stealing phone services and all sorts of things like that,

Sean Cooper
Photos by

Jennifer Feuriado

RR: Well, its funny about viruses
because they’re actually a form of artificial life, which is something I’m really interested inautonomous forms
of programs that can move around on
the computer. So, viruses are generally
seen as destructive, which they are,
but some of the ideas involved in having a system that can replicate itself on
a computer are very interesting. In
artificial life research, what you do is
almost like doing bio- recombinant
DNA researchtrying to design new
kinds of organisms.

e: What can CA technology be
applied to?
RR: Well, it’s not exceedingly rich
in applications. It’s good for image
processing, like if you want to generate cool graphics and video effects.
And it has some theoretical interest
that it can serve as models of, such as
ecological systems or perhaps tissue
growth.
But to me, I mean, what is a practical application? It means either it can
make weapons to kill people, or it can
make medicine to save people’s es.
It’s a very anthropocent ri,
view of whether or not
something has an application. To me, it’s cool to look
,tt and to think about. It
expresses some very interesting ideas.
e: What, if any, has been
the impact of postmodern
theory on your writing.
Many of the themes of
each are quite similar.

which I think is fine. I mean, there’s
this whole new world, and why should
it be squeaky clean. But then computer virus’ are something that’s very
annoying, particularly when you
teach. I remember once in my graphics class, I’d collect a program, and
then I’d bring in a machine with a
projector so we could look at everybody’s program. And one of the first
one’s I put in the machine had a virus
on the disk, and from then on, everyone else’s disk that I put into the
machine caught the virus. But that
only happened once, and then I got
virus protection software. But even
that, I mean the thing about software
is, there’s always a loopholewhatever you have to dew( t viruses, if you
know how the &tett ion st.hetne
works, there’s always a way around it.
And that’s where hacking comes in.
Always another way.
So, you almost wonder if the people
sot tware
who sell the virus pi tact. t
are hiring hackers to make up new
viruses.
e: A new form of research and
development?

e: What’s been the thrust of your
work with cellular automata?
RR:Cellular automata are sort of
like a really fast, self-generat ing
movie. A computer screen is divided
into a bunch of little squares, and each
of them has a value. In the CA program I wrote, each color has a value, 0
through 255. And what happens is,
each cell looks at its eight nearest
neighbors, takes the average of its
color values, and adds one. And the
result is almost a visual sort of boiling.

RR: I’ve read a little. I
particularly like the idea of
the spectacle, and we are
.-ertainly in a postmodern
t ime. I wonder what people
Will he nostalgic for in 20
yeaz s? l’robably tor raves.
I.ast night on Bravo there
was a show called "Heavy Petting:’
and it was this sort of memoir of Imc
and sex in the ’50s. And even though
got all these hip commentators to do
it, it seemed so pat and self-satisfied. It
was like my parents had finally freed
themselves of WWI I or something.
e: What’s your take on the parallels between computers and psychedelics?
RR: Well, computers are a way of
seeing very weird, alto ed thiny, ,siill
out taking di ugs. It’s ak . ess to
radical, different kinds ot i I
Some people say r tattputer,’,..11111[.
replace psychedel it s. I t It i it k 1 hat’s
probably an over t,,
statement,
.4"
V ’Ir’fr:*
-A
t
because to tie. "its.14;4411.1-rirt,
., .
do some
:,-1r,
’,*
l i %

e: So its akin in some ways to fractals, iterations of a single algorithm.
RR: WtII, vcs and no. The iteration
is like I t al Nlost cool computer
graph’, s t
t hings can’t be done
with a peilL d and paperyou have to
iterate it on a computer. The difference between this and frac tals is that
generally a fractal is di ay% n soli of like
something is moving around drawing
it. With CA, its a parallel continua, ital. with each cell doing the same
tat, ulat ion, and they’re interacting.
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69 E Son Fernando
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4.A:11
Do you feel the need to do
spontaneous stand up comedy?
Have you always wanted an
opportunity to emulate your
hero Wayne Newton?
Do you crave the spotli,eht?
U

Thursday Is
Open Mike Night
at the

Tied House Cafe & Brewery
Thursday from 10:00 to Midnight the microphor1,2
Play your guitar, try out your comedy - anything goes".
If the audience gongs you - you go. You bring the talent
supply the audience and pints are just $2.001
.1, 4,
each acl kneed lo five numbs el a lime. Cane eady
anylvny mbin aaun Masnianenliesolves be 411 b aup any act

TIED HOUSE
Cate & Brewery

65 N. San Pedro
San Pedro Square
Downtown San Jose
(408) 295-2739

Domino’s Pizza 298-3030
Sun - Thu until 2am & Fri - Sat until 3ani
Free Delivery No minimum

Pizza A Go Go 280-0707
Daily until I I :311pm
Free Delivery no minimum

Queen Egg Roll

293-3925

American Vietnamese Chinese Mexican
\Ion - Fri until I Opni & Sat - Sun until 9pin
1.ree Delivery $10 minimum

Ear th

loved going up to the
tower to look at all the
birds. There were so
many!’

WE BUY CD’s
-Or

Rock ‘ri Taco 993-8230
Authentic Mexican food
Daily until lOpin
Free Delivery $10 minimum

center on the weekends, and
she would love to see more.
Lovelady says, "The problem is we don’t get enough
publicity. We’re only getting
between 75 and 100 visitors
per day. We should be getting
around 200."
The center, which is free to
everyone, offers weekend
activities such as guided
nature walks and environmental movies for adults, students
or families.
To commemorate National
Wildlife Week, the center will
host a special rain forest
day from I 1 a.m. to 4
p.m. Saturday.
Special agents from
the Fish and Wildlife
Service will speak on
endangered species, and
guests from the Bay Area
Amphibian and Reptile
Society will bring in
some endangered rain
Daniel Fielden
forest animals to show
Cupertino pre-schooler
visitors.
The Environmental
Education Center integrates art with science so
hold products that contribute children can learn about
to pollution in the Bay and nature. One Saturday was
how to use safer substitutes.
"kids’ day:’ and the young
Employees of the center are public was invited to do art
enthusiastic about what they projects, such as Eyotakudo, and they try to share it Japanese paintings of fish.
with everyone.
People also use the center as
Chris Garcia, an SJSU grad- a recreational facility. "I’ve
uate and an employee of the seen a lot of people come here
East Bay Regional Park Dis- to go hiking, bike riding, or
trict, was hired in September, bird watching," Garcia says.
as a result of funding from the
She says the most imporSanta Clara Valley Nonpoint tant reason for the Alviso
Source Pollution Control Pro- Environmental
Education
gram.
Center is for people to have
Garcia says the purpose of access to the refuge. "They can
her position at Alviso is to see how beautiful the land is
enable the center to be open to and learn to appreciate it."
the public on weekends. She
says about 150 people visit the
Jennifer Kane
"No:’ another exclaims.
"Let me hold him."
Michelle McBeath, a Cupertino co-op parent, says the
Alviso center is a place where
she and her child can have fun
and learn.
"It’s a good place because it
lets them understand the life
cycle she says.
Aside from teaching children about nature and
wildlife, the Alviso center educates adults about how to protect the environment, with
talks about common house-

such as National (.cographic
magazine for school groups.
When the students first
arrive on their tour, they enter
a room filled with reproductions of artifacts of the Ohlone
Indians who used to live where
the Alviso refuge stands today.
Observers can see authentic
creations, such as baskets
woven tightly enough to hold
water and beads hand-carved
out of clam shells.
Some of the field trips are
lead by schoolteachers who
have completed the field trip
orientation workshop at
t lie center. All field trips
nvolve a 30-minute (or
longer) walk outside
through the marshes
that cover the refuge
area.
Visitors go on a pond
walk where they discover green, man-made salt
ponds that are over-ridden by algae.
Here, they are introduced to the food chain
species such as the
brine shrimp and more
than 30 different types of
birds.
Children visiting the center
learn beginning ecology and
biology.
"Feel the soft owl wing:’
Lovelady says to the children.
"Notice the ridges on the edge
of its wing? This is so he can
glide quietly and catch his
prey."
At snack time, the nursery
school group is more excited
about the surroundings than
the food. When the children
hear a gopher snake is lurking,
all 20 raced to inspect the animal.
"I wanna hold it:’ one child
says.
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this era of corporate
inenvelopment of the
musical arts (even
"alternative" music has
MTV representation) one
would think that said situation would make nutritious fodder for intellectually starved minstrels.
Yet not many intellectual-type musicians have
stepped forward to challenge the corporate beast
with their music.
One group that has is
*
found-sound gurus, Negat
tivland. Through sampling and other more
devious forms of media
like permanipulation
suading KPIX TV that a
guy who axed his family
was inspired by imbibing
Negativland, then sampling the resulting news
flash on their next disc
the band has taken it to
the teeth of the beast.
And gotten chewed up.
Island Records blasted
Negativland with a 150-page
lawsuit within one week of the
release of "U2 Negativland,"
the band’s third CD on the
SST label.
"U2," which samples U2’s
"Joshua Tree" as well as studio
outtakes of ancient pop maven
Casey Kasem cursing U2 up
and down, was viewed by
Island as an attempt to deceive
U2 fans into buying a Negativland product, according to the
lawsuit (forget the fact that the
two bands would never even
be found on the same side of
the record store).
Not having the money to
further engage Island’s battalion of lawyers, Negativland
signed documents turning the
rights to the recording over to
Island. The subsidiary of
multi-billion dollar Polygram
wanted to lock it in the basement in perpetuity, preventing
it from ever being released.
But did the mischievous
band bow to a bogeyman?
"A professor at Chapel Hill
in North Carolina is doing a
paper on our case, detailing
how we would have won and
how the fact that we capitulated is a sad commentary on the
(prohibitive costs) of the U.S.
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legal system," says Negativland’s Mark Hosier.
"Several lawyers have contacted us and told us that they
would have taken the case for
free."
After jumping from the frying pan of corporate rock, the
band drew fire from its own
record company. Greg Ginn,
former Black Flag guitarist
and the boss of SST, insisted
that band members sign an
agreement freeing SST from
all responsibility in the matter.
They refused, this time.
They also began compiling
the sundry documents
incurred in the legal melee for
release in the booklet "The
Letter U and the Numeral 2."
SST is now suing Negativland for publishing the abovementioned unsigned agreement in "The Letter U" and to
recover money paid to Island
in the original settlement.
"We couldn’t believe it,"
Hosier says, "here is a record
company whose motto is ’corporate rock sucics’ using the
Copyright Act against us the
same way Island used it
against them."
As far as the money
$90,000 according to Ginn

z

responding with a tor in
letter denying the First
Amendment connection
d
and accusing the band of
stealing the material in the
first place.
*
%
All the duress and stress
i
financial and psychic
.
fi :
of multitudinous hassles
.1 4 and lawsuits has taken its
- toll on the band.
"There’s a point at
which it is no longer grist
for the creative mill,"
Hosier says, " I mean, we
started this thing (13 years
ago) because we liked
strange noises it’s as
simple as that:’
Yet a new disc, independently produced of course,
documents the durability
of the men SST’s Ginn
insists are supported
through "cushy corporate
day jobs."
"Free," which will be
available at the band’s
show Thesday at Oasis, is
"about America, living
here, being free or maybe
SST says that Negativland’s
not so free," says Hosier.
contract, and most other
Hosier agrees with a sarrecord contracts contain a
donic laugh that the band succlause shouldering the artist
ceeded more than they had
with any burden incurred
planned in demonstrating the
through copyright infringestifling nature of corporate
ment.
music in America.
But Hosier says that Ginn’s
"We’ve been hearing about
having knowingly produced a
product he knew was potenbeing mentioned in media
tially problematic entitles him and arts classes, which is
neat," he says.
to a share in the problem.
But Hosier say the legal
Among all the supposedly
entanglements can become an
progressive people involved,
Negativland encountered little artistically dangerous obsession.
support.
"The image of Lenny Bruce
Repeated appeals to the
at the end of his career reading
members of U2 garnered
legal transcripts to his aud
nothing outside of a verbal
ence instead of telling jokes is
agreement from Island to
one I can relate to," Hosier
return the fettered recording
says.
to the band if Casey Kasem
For him, the problems of
agreed; it seems Kasem, who
corporate music can be
objects to the dubbing of his
reduced to a lack of humanity.
ripe language on the Negativ"We’ve given everyone
land cut, threatened to sue
involved in (the legal difficulIsland if the disc was allowed
ties) a chance to deal with this
to resurface.
in a human way they’ve all
Negativland asked fans to
failed."
write Kasem and remind him
Brian Wachter
that he had preached that
"Nobody should be censored"
when asked about the use of
Negativland plays Tuesday,
the outtake in a radio interApril 27 at Club Oasis, 200
view.
N. First St., San Jose; 9 pin.;
Hosier says Kasem is
$8; 408/292-2212.
.
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kootiomewhert along
the line, someone
got the confused
idea that art has to
be beautiful. And
while this notion
alone drags up all
sorts of paranoid
and subjective prol)
lems to be taken into
consideration, the
fact remains that
beauty isn’t the only
powerful image out
there. A case in
point is the photog
raphy ofJoel-Peter
Witkin. Staging
scenes of curious
and often unnerving
complexity, Witk in
reminds the viewer,
as Walter Benjamin
pointed out so long
ago, of the camera’s
ability to put reality’
at a remove. And
while Witkin’s own
forte wanders more
often than not int()
the realm of the
truly grotesque
(with severed heads,
scientific anomalies
and even the odd
pickled abortion
making their way
into his work), the
fact remains that it 1,
precisely this distance of reality once
removed that allows
us to consider them.
same images on
their own terms.
Witkin, who’s travel
ing circus will be on
display through May
15 at the Fraenkel
Gallery in San Fran
,
cisco, often sec
nis photographic
subjects through
want ads request illy
freaks, deli» nut s
and other bio-natur
al disasters, and
reminds us with
often stunning claii
ty that the pictures
of gorged excess
which equally tempt
us and repulse are
indeed our very own
portraits. The
Fraenkel Gallery, 49
Geary St., San Fran
cisco; installation
sholvs through May
15.
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A TRIBUTE TO THE MASTERS
.tazy what can be achieved with
twisted brass and a few valves.
Crazy what Miles and Dizzy did
achieve with it. With the last year
having seen the passing of
these two legendary
tigures who separately
and together set the
standard for jazz
trumpet, the SJSU
Latin Jazz Ensemble
will perform a
tribute to the
music of Miles
Davis and Dizzy
Gillespie
Thursday in j/
ihe
cl
Concert 1 fall. Gone but definiteiy
nig forgotten. Concert Hall, S1SU;
7:30 p.m.; free to SISU students. $5
kTneral, $3 non-S1SU student;
in8/924-4673.

FRI

DA Y

MUSIC AT FIRST METHODIST
In the final concert of their season,
the Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra
will present Wolfgang Amadeus
\10/.1 t’s Requiem ;111(1 Notem),

See me, hear me,
touch me, buy me
Communication is an integral part of
existence as an endless forum for the
expression of ideas. It is a circular flow in
which a sender delivers a message to a
ieceiver. However, the circular flow implies
the concept of feedback; a reaction to the
received message.
There are those who believe popular
music cornmunicates new and different
ideas to ita audience. Unfortunately, it does

Friday at First United Methodist
Church in Palo Alto. The performance
also marks a collaboration between
the Phil-harmonia and the
Baroque Choral Guild, with
featured soloists including
mezzo Susan Rode Morris, tenor
Steven Stolen, and baritone Michael
Dean. First United Methodist Church,
625 Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto; 8 p.m.;
tickets $22; 415/323-616Z

SA TUR DAY
COTTON -BASED RHETORIC
As if the English language weren’t
cluttered up enough with vacuous
asignifiers like "power lunch" and
"passive resistance" (think about it),
Working Woman magazine is set to
further the confusion Saturday at
Valley Fair Mall with a runway spotlight on "power dressing." As defined
by WW, this involves a revision of the
stuffy cookie-cutter aesthetic with
fashions more "feminine and
flattering." Of course, with a subtitle
like "Marketing Yourself for Success:’
you have to wonder just who’s
benefiting here. Was that flattering or
pandering? Valley Fair Mall, 2855,
Stevens Creek Blvd, Santa Clara; 10
tn.; 408/248-4450
GUINNESS GUITARS GALORE
I lundreds of guitarists will flock to
downtown
Cruz on tiaturday
not. In no way is it a circular flow.
Each night, the artist reiterates his
socio-political spewings, never
stopping to accept reactions
from the audience. On rare
occasions, when an artist does
take into account the listeners’
viewpoints, it does not change
the agenda. The band travels to
tr new location to belabor their
mundane point.
Bands, themselves, are outright
hypocrites. They revel in praise showered
upon them by disenfranchised youth who

try to break the Guinness
Book of World Records for the
most guitarists playing the
same song simultaneously. In
1990, 532 Santa Cruz
guitarists set the record
playing "Shalce Rattle and
Roll" in 1992 a group of 545
guitarists in Ohio broke the
record. Shake, Rattle and Roll
IV hopes to bring the record
back to Santa Cruz. Guitarists
can sign up for $10. Farmer’s
Market lot, corner of Pacific
Ave. and Cathcart St.,
downtown Santa Cruz; 12:30
p.m. 408/427-0670.

CALL FOR COWHIDE
FETISHISTS F/X will celebrate the
God-given right for greasy males to
go entirely too fast on souped up,
overblown bicycles as they present
"Black Leather Sunday #15." Far from
the wear-your-chaps-andput-your-handkerchiefin-the-appropriatepocket, SM-type deal it
sounds like, the event
will feature vintage
BMW, Norton and
Manx racing
bikes, onlocation body
piercing and
(duh) a leather
fashion show
Sounds like a
DUI-fest
waiting to
happen. F/X the
Club, 400 S. First St.,
San low; 9 p.m.: 36; 408/298-9796.
MAKING FUN OF YOU .
Vocalist/percussionist Lars Fox of SF’s
Grotus used to work in the photo lab
of a peninsula newspaper, until his
job was replaced by a machine
smarter than his entire family. An
ironic event, given the Grotean
propensity to apply such manifestations of the encroaching cyberage to
their overall critical project. Watch
Grotus run this and other fun postindustrial thematics through their
parodic mill Saturday at Once Step
Beyond. And you thought you knew
what hyperstimulation was? One Step
Beyond, 1400 Martin Ave., Santa
Clam; 8 p.m.; 408/982-0555.
claim the music brought them back from
the brink of suicide. But when the
music becomes the soundtrack for
a person’s death, the artists deny
any involvement.
Which is appropriate. The
music has not influenced these
people in any way, shape or
form. Those who do or do not
talce their lives have already
decided on their course of action
before the music is even created. In
their personal set of values, the youth
have deemed suicide as an acceptable

Black Uhuru at the Edge.
See Wed/28.

A BRIDGE ACROSS CULTURES
Liga Filipina, in association with
the Associated Students of Hartnell
College and the California Arts
Council present "Tulay: Philippine
Cultural and Generational Bridge"
Sunday at Hartnell College in
Salinas. The scholarship fundraising event will feature Philippine
folkloric dance, music and theatre.
An exhibit will follow featuring
traditional Philippine costume, craft
and deserts. Hartnell College, 156
Hotnestead Ave., Salinas; 5 p.m.;
tickets $10 student, $12 general;
408/755-6998.
WALKIN’ ROCKIN’ BLUES
When the blues
moved their way
to Chicago from
the Mississippi
Delta, they
incorporated
an electric edge
and faster
shuffles along the way. Joe
Louis Walker and the Bosstalkers
will douse the Oasis Sunday with
their Chicago-style blues. Walker has
a soulful vocal delivery and fiery
guitar attack reminiscent of guitar
greats B.B. King and Buddy Guy.
Opening the show are local
bluesmasters Nitecry, who are hailed
as one of the premier blues acts in
the area. Club Oasis, 200 N. First St.,
$5, 9p. tn.; 408/292-2212.
SUNDAY IN THE PARK W/
DRUM Thousands of youths
wallowing in damp dirt, undulating
to the rhythmic bursts of a crowd of
drumming freaks while amps at 11
churn the dirge that keeps it all
going? Sure, you can refer to it as
Quirkstock or some other equally
reductionist nomenclature, but
response to life’s problems.
Countless times people have made
erroneous claims that a set of
lyrics has opened their mind to a
new idea or concept. All that is
happening is reaffirmation and
dismissal. When a person
takes in the words, he or she
tits the bits of information into
their already existing set of values. Any conflicting ideas are cast
aside and refused.
Popular music serves two purposes:
financial gain and therapeutic release.

nobody’s trying to save the world
here. Plus it’s free. So bring your
drum, your picnic and your own bad
self down to Quirk’s Meadow near
Joe West Hall Sunday and
experience a youth microculture
fairly uninterested in your protoMarxist critiques. Port-a-potties
encouraged. Quirks Meadow, SISU;
drum circle begins at 11:00; free; there
are no phones where you’re going.

MON

DA Y

ARTSWEEK ON THE QUAD
Starting (\ londay, the SJSU art
department will contrive Artsweek,
a program designed to bring the
creative and cognitive arts to the
masses. From performance art ala
the naked guy and open-air collagetype group projects, to a fundraising
auction and freestyle drawing freefor-all, Artsweek, which will be held
through Friday in the Art Quad, is
sure to inspire students to a joyous
romp of art verite. Art Quad, SISU;
Mon. 26 through Fri. 30; some
materials required; 408/924-4320.

TUES

DAY

CONTEMPORARY BAROQUE
What happens when you mix 17th
century pavanes and minuettes with
modern choreography? We’re not
sure, but it must be contemporary.
Students of Mina Garman’s intermediate choreography class will present
their work on modern interpretations of preclassical dance. The
series called Last Tuesday Dance
Bands disillusion themselves when they
expect a music label will stand by
them through thick and thin (see
pg. 12). Music is a commodity; a
product to be manipulated and
sold to those who refuse to take
it at face value. Artists are
money-making machines for
the record label. When the dollars cease to flow, labels drop
bands like a bad habit. Just ask
Ice T. Time Warner canceled his
contract when he became a financial risk.
The other value music holds is a means

because it is, appropriately enough,
presented on the last Tuesday of each
month. Washington Square Hall,
SISU; Room 204; 11:30; free;
408/924-4307.

WEDNES

DAY

LITTLE BIT OF ULTRAVIOLENCE
Those sorry reactional ies ritually
bemoaning the evils of televised violence have obviously never been to a
John Woo flick. Woo, director of the
cult-of-splatter classic The Killer,
delights in representations of the
graphic to such a degree as to make
Peckinpaw appear pallid by comparison. Woo, who is soon to make his
Hollywood debut with none other
than Jean-Claude Van Damme, will
be adding to the ever-growing body
count Wednesday and Thursday as
the Towne Theatre hosts Woo’s Hard
Boiled and A Better Tomorrow during
Festival Hong Kong. Vomit receptacles will not be provided. l’he Towne
Theatre, 1433 l’he Alameda; for
showtime and ticket information call
408/287-1433.
ROOTS, REGGAE REVISITED
Long before the pseudo-pop, inkyinIcy-Neil-Diamond-covers, thinkI’ll-do-a-duet-with-Chrissie- Hynde
for-that-extra-spurt-of-legitimacywith-the-underground, UB40-style
ripoff reggae, there was Black Uhuru,
kickin’ the deep vibrations. Those
vibrations will be ubiquitous this
Wednesday when the legendary
messengers of reggae team up with
Andrew Tosh, son of the late reggae
star Peter Tosh, for a Jah-lest at the
Edge. Also on the bill is Louie
Rankin. Things are bound to be
stony. The Edge, 320 California Ave.,
Palo Alto; 9 p.m., $16, 415/324-3343.

of expression for those incapable of releasing inner tension in any other way. For
some, physical exertion or poetic discourse
may be a forum in which skeletons can be
cast out of the closet. For others, music is
the sole expression that effectively transfers
inner grief to the outside.
When the art-fag coffeehouse culture
comes to grips with the fact that music
serves these two purposes and in no way
impacts their values, then they can accept
the medium for what it truly is: a commodity and a one-way information flow.
Paul Wotel

t*Granted, being
included in any
Rhino Records rerelease, no matter how
auspicious, is a tad
disconcerting. And
OK, so they are
beginning to look
suspiciously like The
Ramones in the tired
and emaciated
department. But to
anyone who’s ever
seen the band live,
The Dickies coming
to town is always
something to get
excited about. Developing perhaps the
first full-fledged performance art stageshow in Punk Rock
history (the endless
costume changes, the
call -and-response,
the monster masks
and the exaggerated
puppet-phallus), the
So-Cal bombasts
always entertain.
And in an era when
so much crap is
being passed off as
something more,
perhaps that’s just
good enough. The
Berkeley Square,
1.333 University;
Berkeley; 8p. tn.; $7
adv., $9 dr.; 510/84l n:555.
wwWord is on the
street that D.C. frontrunners Fugazi will
be showing up in the
Bay Area for a few
gigs and not a few
free shows. Dates
and locations haven’t
been confirmed yet
(yes, this bourgeois
seperatism ts getting
a bit tiresome), but
my sources tell MC
Berkeley and San
Francisco are pretty
much sure bets, and
plans are in the
works to get ’em to
stop off at SJSU
along the way. "Rine
in next week for
details.
i*Rhetorical aside:
Can someone please
tell me why the Rec
Center is open later
than Clark Library?
Hello! Can you say
priorities?
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PUBLICITY PHOTO

Bridget Fonda, left, and Eric Stoltz opt for a combination of the three in Michael Stein berg’s Bodies, Rest and Motion.

Bodies, rest, motion an,d
the mechan,ics of desire
Love can be such a messy
business, and it comes in all
its convoluted yet hopeful
forms in the film Bodies, Rest
and Motion. The title refers
to Newton’s First Law of
motion and the film concerns itself with the complicated relationships of Nick
(Tim Roth), Beth (Bridget
Fonda),
Carol
(Phoebe
Cates) and Sid (Eric Stoltz).
Peter Fonda appears in a
cameo role as, of all things, a
hiker.
Based on screenwriter
Roger Hedden’s post -college
experiences, Bodies, Rest and
Motion is set against the back
drop of Arizona and the
Southwest.
The movie is produced by
Eric Stoltz, Allan Mindel and
Denise Shaw.
Nick, a TV salesman, is
restless, impatient and rootless. He originally lived with
Carol, who is a perfectionist
and a conformist. She still
loves him because they have
a past together, but he now
lives with Beth. The first
scene shows Nick making a
snap decision to move to
Butte, Montana, "The city of
the future." Roth brings his
usual intensity and humor to
the role. He ambles around
the movie with fly-away hair
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and a shabby suit a typically lovable slob.
Cates is prim and proper
as she goes to her mall job.
As she folds a map for Nick’s
trip the audience sees her
perfectionism
coming
through. Their relationship
has a silly sensuality to it.
However, it is the women in
the film who are the realists.
One can tell from Beth’s first
appearance on screen that
she doesn’t want to go to
Butte. However she has a tendency to let the men make
her decisions in the relationships. Things change when
Nick jumps the gun and
heads out for Butte, or the
place where he grew up along
the way.
As Nick looks for the family he lost contact with, Beth
takes tip with the house
painter, Sid, who must paint
the house for the new tenants. Sid, a romantic content
to live in Arizona, has a haphazard affair with Beth. He
seems to bring out her more
assertive side. Stoltz creates a
loopy sweetness to his character.
It is interesting and
refreshing to see Fonda play
such an uncharacteristically
passive role, and Cates’ role is
less a teenage sex bomb than

many of her previous ones.
Both women, though affected by their men, are intensely
realistic. Nick’s search for his
parents and his origins is a
typical American journey
done through the sepia-lit
sunsets of the American
Southwest.
First-time
director
Michael Steinberg captures
the beauty of the modern
Southwest in brooding tones
in some shots, and other
scenes completely in blue. le
uses otttside shots of malls
and houses to telling effect.
Extreme close-ups of toes
and other body parts are
used, along with zoom shots,
throughout.
Yet, Steinberg does have a
tendency of letting the actors
telegraph their lines sometimes and appeared to let
them improvise at times. It
comes out sentimentally in
Roth’s recital of "1.ondon
Bridge." The movie as a
whole is directed with modernist style and acted engagingly.
Elaine Meitzler
Bodies, Rest and Motion
opens Friday at Camera
One; for ticket and sltowtime information call
408/294-3800.
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